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Can we get dynamic Intranet access?
Can users navigate quickly, intuitively?

C� n t
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with ou technology planso

Car� it�link�to�other�web

Can I it u e Java applets?
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nt on the vendor?

get It now?

Hyperion�Software�offers�the�most�"can�do'�financial�management�solutions�—
accounting, budgeting, reporting and analysis. Now, with the availability of our
new Spider -Man Intranet application, users have dynamic, interactive access
to all Hyp erio n solutio ns th ro ugh stand ard web b rowsers and the Internet.
Pro vid ing in telligent access to repo rts an d charts from Hyperion's product
suite, o u r S p id e r- Man ap plicatio n m akes it easy for users to navigate through,
analyze and report again st your critical inform atio n. And our new information
access solution fully leverages our Common Data Access (CDA) technology.
Integratio n with other web sites is po ssible b y in corporating other Internet
applications directly with the Spider- Man application. In addition, hotlinks can
be mad e to oth er web sites and yo u can write an d include your own Java applets.
More than 2,700 co mpanies are wo rking and winning with Hyperion Software
right now. A stro ng, proven record of fin ancial applications expertise has earned
us cred ibility and valued relationship s with CFOs, Corporate Controllers, CIOs,
and their staffs.
Can Hyperion So ftware really d eliver this latest advancement in technology
NOW ?
YES! Contact us to find out how. And visit our site on the World Wide W eb
at http: / /www.hysoft.com.

1 -800 -286 -8000
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Let's face it. It's not easy keeping up with upscale clients, AetnaVest Estate Protector can help. This innovative second -to -die variable
life insurance policy combines the flexibility of universal life with a choice of 18 investment options including highly respected fund
managers such as Aetna, Fidelity, Alger, Janus, Scudder and Twentieth Century. And regardless of performance, the death benefit can be
guaranteed to age 80, or 100. Coverage beyond maturity is also available. Add to that our Aetna name, excellent financial strength, and up
to $10 million retention, and you've got a policy worthy of a quote. Before you knock on another door, call 1- 800 - 238-6252 (press 2).

0
A e t na Re t i r e me nt Se rvic e s
Life insurance products underwritten and issued by Aetna Life Insurance and Annuity Company. Product or product features may not be available in all states.
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31 PAPERLESSPAYABLES
PAYSOFF
BY JEAN L. LOBAUGH
Lord Corporation initiated a pay -on- receipt program four years ago that was very successful, as
reported in a July 1993 article. Now the
accounting manager describes additional benefits from invoiceless vouchering "that hit the
bottom line with the pleasant sound of a stack
of freshly minted bills."

37AHEALTHCAREALLIANCE
AUTOMATESCLAIMSPROCESSING
Lord Corporation benefits from its pay -on- receipt program.

31

BY BOR.YI TSAY, CPA; YINCHIOU CHU,
AND YUAN XIE
An alliance of hospitals, physicians, insurance
companies, and employers join to create a

22ARECORPORATEPROCUREMENT � ►/
CARDSFORYOU?
BY RICHARD J. PALMER, CPA;
LELANDD. GREEN, CPA, AND
MARIE T. VENTURA, CPA
Do corporate procurement cards actually work
by reducing nonvalue -added activities and
thus cutting costs? Yes, say two management
accountants at ITT Automotive and a consultant. They describe how such cards work and
how some of the critical issues involved in
their successful implementation were resolved
at ITT Automotive and other organizations.
Cover:Corporatemanagement
accountants are turning to
eledronic systems to increase

productivity and lower handling
costs, See p. 22. Photo illustrationby Campbell & Grant, NYC.

more efficient, less costly healthcare system.
Benefits accrue to both patients and healthcare
suppliers.
Certificateof Merit

43AGUIDETOELECTRONIC
COMMERCE
BY J. LOWELL MOONEYAND
WI LLIAM D. PITTMAN
Networks have so shrunk the world that small
companies now have international concerns as
neighborhood competitors. That is why it's time
for small businesses to investigate electronic
commerce.

N Ar tic le me e ts N AS BA & I MA/C MA C PE r e quir e me nts .
Article mee ts IMA /CMA C PE r equire me nts.
These articles will be included in IMA's quar terly self -study quiz , which you can order
by calling 1 -800- 638 -4427, ext. 278.
MANAG EM EN T ACC GUN"NM (ISSN 0025 1690) is publ ished monthl y by the Inst itute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, (201) 673 -9000. Price $10.00 per c opy. Subscri ptio n rates, per year. $20 (i ncluded i n dues, nonde duct ible ); no nmem bers, $190.00.
Periodicals postage paid at Mont vale, N.J., and addit ional maili ng offices. To e nsur e unint err upte d mail service, send pres ent addre ss label and
new address including ZIP numbe r t o Data Entr y D ept ., IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeks for change. IMA's tel ephone number is
1- 800 - 638. 4427; IMA's facsimile number is (201) 573 -0639. IMA Bulletin Board service (modem required), 1.800- 229 -1268.
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F inally,
A Solution For Companies
Serious About
EstManagement.

ACTIVAI is the first in a whole new generation of
management software. ACTIVA offers manufacturing an
ice
companies the ability to make better and quicker decisions t olve
today's complex business issues. This includes planning and bu eting, valuing products and processes, measuring profita ' ' : nd
managing costs across their entire organization.

Call Price Waterhouse
to learn more about

ACTIVA was developed to handle the comple
activity
based costing but is equally supportive of more co
nal costing
practices, as well. It efficiently manages information
ss multiple
periods for multiple locations. Further, it presents information in
multiple currencies, should your cast management needs be global.

ACTIVA,

ACTIVA was developed using state -of -the -art client/server
technology to support numerous concurrent users. It is an open
system that can be processed on any UNIX® compatible platform
employing the Oracle' relational database and utilizing a Windows®
user interface. The result is a highly functional, secure, user - friendly
system capable of processing and disseminating vast amounts of
information quickly and efficiently.

the simple solution to
the complexity of
cost management.

ACTIVA, the solution for companies who take cost
management seriously.
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]WmWakrhouse
01996 Price Waterhouse LLC. Management Consulting. All names and trademarks are of their respmUve owners. ACTIVA -is a trademark of Price Waterhouse LLC. Windows " is a registered trademark of
Microsoft C'orrxxation. UNIX* is a regianred trademark in the United states and other countries licensed exclusively through X -Open Crnnpany. Oracle' is a registered tradcmark of Oracle Corporation,
Price Waterhouse LLC is herein referred to as Price Waterhouse.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is indexed in the Accountants' Index and
also in the on -line database of the same name. This publication is available in other forma of media through Information Access Company and
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use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and Institute ofManagement Accountants' copyright are indicated in any such reproductions. Written application must be made to the Editor for permission to
reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses
of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases. Except as
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Management Accountants for all items appearing in this magazine. For
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back issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from Circulation
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Client/serversoftware
that'sgotyournumber(s).

Corporatefinancetodaygoeswaybeyondrecordkeeping.
Infinium.Financial Management meets the sophisticated strategic requirements

of the new accounting paradigm. With Infinium's real -world business objects,
such as vendorsandaccounts,you can quickly slice through complex enterprise
information and analyze just the details you need — when you need them.

And,Infiniumaddsuptoanexcellentnumberforyourbottomline.
Find out how Infiniumreduces implementation complexity
and increases the return on your client/server investment.

Call(800)725-7668.
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Perspectives
HARNESSINGTHEPOWEROFCHANGEIMA,INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY,ANDTHEINTERNET
A trend discussed by the Lo ng Range Strategy Committee
that will con tinue to have a futuristic impact on IMA, our
members, and their organizatio ns is advances in technology.
IMA recognizes the need to assist our members to remain
ahead of the curve of technological change and its impact
on our profession. An Information Technology Committee
(IT) was formed to develop and implement critical action
strategies to enable IMA to meet this objective.
This newly formed IT co mmittee held its initial meeting
in Chicago during Committee Weekend at the end of July.
Its memb ers made great progress by adopting a Mission
Statement, proposing bylaw revisions describing the
Committee's functions, and establishing the Committee's goals and objectives for
1996 -97. In addition, they explored the rationale for IMA being on the Internet and
developed p reliminary guidelines for participation b y chapters and councils on the
Internet.

IT Committee Mission Statement:
•

Optimize the use of tech nology in communicating with and marketing IMA
services and p roducts to IMA members and third parties.
• Exten d leadership of management accou ntan ts and financial managem ent into
technology.
• Position man agem ent acco untants and fin ancial m anagement as change
agents in applying technology to business processes.

IT Committee Responsibilities:
■ Communicating new technologies and providing assistance to members, chapters, councils, and other standing committees in the use of technology to accomplish their goals.
■ Identifying emerging and current technologies that may impact management
accountants and financial management.
IMA's rationale for being on the Internet: Use technology to communicate, market,
and deliver IMA services and products.
Internet guidelines. Websites of chapters, student chapters, and councils should
have the same look and feel of the national website to capitalize on image recognition. Standardization will increase the ease of use and consistency of purpose of all
IMA- related websites as well as facilitate setting up websites by chapters and
councils.
Included in this issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING& magazine is a survey
to obtain member feedback and input of ideas for in formation and services to
be contained on the Internet. Your com pletion and return of this survey will
assist the IT Committee and my team to Harness the Power of
*
Change in technology.

7_
CLAIR M. RAUBENSTINE, CMA, CPA
President, 1996 -97
6
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Windows -based Accounting Software
for Businesses Worldwide
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Scalability. Flexibility, Customization. Productivity.
TRAVERSETM Accounting Business Software for
Windows' has everything you're looking for,., and
everything you need.
,
TRAVERSEI'M the Windows - based, international
accounting software of choice, is based on awardwinning OPEN SYSTEMS@ Accounting Software.
TRAVERSETM offers an even greater array of features
to growing, midsize and large organizations running
Windows 95, Windows NT, SQL Server and other
leading systems.
From single user workstation to,enterprise -wide
` client/server TRAVERSETM desktop and client/server
products offer a full suite of integrated accounting
and distribution applications. Built on technology
utilizing Microsoft Access®, Visual Basic@ and SQL
Server 6.5, TRAVERSETM manages data quickly and
easily. TRAVERSETM also provides a truly seamless
interface to Microsoft Office for Windows including
Word, Excel, and Mail. As with all OPEN SYSTEMS@
products, TRAVERSE'"' includes the source code.

1 -800-328 -2276

http: / /www,osas.com
Mictwoft
H11Rik01 :1J;I11111141
�

=SYSTEMS
� c 1M
INC.

TRAVERSETM allows reporting in more than one
language. This international functionality extends to
the screens where field names can be changed to any
language (or industry specific - terminology) on a
workstation basis. TRAVERSETM supports
international date and number formats, VAT, and
includes built -in tables for currency exchange.
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We agree with Professor Cooper [ "Look
Out, Management Accountants," May June 19961 on some things: that the
role of management accountants will
continue to change and their techniques will be used by more and more
people whose backgrounds hold little
or no formal accounting education. Our
vision, however, is vastly different from
Cooper's. We find great possibilities
from continuing to think about theories of management accounting.
If Cooper has spent his career think ing...activity -based costing (ABC) and
its spawn, activity -based cost management (ABCM), represent the final word
in management accounting theory, we
can understand his attitude about the
future management accounting profession and professional association. The
"activity" concept has been influential
in the profession, but by no means the
whole story. When Cooper says, "Consequently, cost management is a broader
discipline than management accounting," we are reminded of the adage: "If
all you have is a hammer, everything
looks like a nail."
What is management accounting
anyway? No surprise. In Cooper's eye,
the discipline is defined by its activity:
collecting (or developing) accounting
data. Cooper says, "...the demand for
management accounting is ... driven by
who should collect the accounting
data," et seq.
With that, Cooper falls dead into
George Odiorne's "activity trap" (cf.
Management and the Activity Tmp,
Harper & Row, New York, 1973). His is
the most fundamental confusion in the
world of work —and that which still
limits ABC today: He confuses "activity" with valuable accomplishment.
As a cost measurement theory, ABC
surpasses cost centers. It only begins,
however, to synthesize the entire, live
interaction between a business organi8
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zation and its environment.
We believe disciplines are more than
activities; the systems and techniques
a theoretical discipline produces are
what must compete successfully in the
marketplace of ideas. And we see many
interesting new systems. Our article,
"Strategic Management Accounting —
Why and How," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®, August 1993, offers a
view that encompasses ABC among
other choices such as "lead -time based
costing" and "throughput accounting"
(cf. John MacArthur, "From Activity.
Based Costing to Throughput Accounting,"MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®,
April 1996). One of us (Kawada) recently published a book in Japan titled
Product Management Accounting —A
New Framework for Production and
Accounting. It foretells many opportunities for the profession and describes
techniques we hope will help people in
every corner of the business. — Daniel F.
Johnson, Ph.D., First Union Corp., Charlotte, N.C., and Makoto Kawada, Teijin Seiki
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

DEVELOPCOMMUNC
IATO
IN
Robin
S
KL
ILCooper's
S article serves a worthy
purpose by making us look at our current skills and abilities and assessing
what we need to add or modify to improve our future. However, I disagree
with some of his concepts regarding
the future of accounting. First, I believe there is a difference in the job of
the management accountant and the
cost accountant and those two positions cannot be viewed as a single unit.
Second, if accountant[s] [are] not already in the habit of communicating
with the other departments in the organization, they are already behind the
curve on developing their needed future skills. Third, accounting should

continue to be viewed and valued as a
specialty, but accountants cannot work
with blinders.
I agree with Mr. Cooper's assertions
that accountants must gain new and
better understanding of the various
areas of a company. To not do so immediately is foolish at best. However,
there will not be a need for an accountant to understand engineering or personnel any more than there will be a
need for an engineer or human resource specialist to understand accounting. What will be of utmost importance is for the accountant, engineer, and HR specialist to develop communication skills to [respond] to the
others' wants, needs, limitations, and
outcomes. —Jeff Jones, controller, D.R.I.
Enterprises, Inc., Decatur, Texas

DA
I GNOSS
IWT
IHOUT
The
authors
have
ARE
MEDY
?done an excellent job
in diagnosing the illness [ "Fairly Presented in Accordance with GAAP...
What Does It Really Mean?", July
1996.1 What is missing is a definition
of the required state of health, a
benchmark for "fair presentation" of financial statements.
As the authors pointed out, the political efforts of the FASB to please
everyone have led us astray from such
a benchmark. What we need are clear,
basic principles like the following to
provide overall guidance in setting accounting standards:
■ The primary goal of financial reporting is maximum efficiency of
free financial markets.
■ Therefore, investor (user) interests
must be given priority over management (preparer) interests in setting
financial accounting and reporting
standards.
■ Accounting standards must make
creative accounting as difficult as
possible.
■ In cases of reasonable doubt or dispute, the principle of caution (often
called conservatism) must prevail.
The FASB should unequivocally take
sides: for free, efficient, transparent financial markets, for investors, and
against loopholes in accounting standards. —A. Lucien Meyers, CMA,
Uerzlikon, Switzerland
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ing industry ever implemented those
recommendations. Sources say the report runs 200 pages and has a 400 page addendum. Gramling confirms
the size but declines to characterize
the report's bottom line. Sources expect
the report to give accountants generally good grades. Dingell is likely to hold
hearings on the report. But there is not
much that could be done legislatively
this term even if he wanted to. There
will be only 18 legislative days in September before Congress adjourns for
the year on October 4.

Stephen Boilas, Editor

DIVISIONOF
CORPORATEFN
I ANCE
REORGANZ
IED
Brian Lane, who replaced well - regarded Linda Quinn as director of the division of corporation finance at the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC),
is already making his presence felt.
The division underwent a reorganization as of July 15. One inside source
says Lane was the precipitator of the
move. This source says that, on one
hand, the division hopes corporate financial types won't even notice the
change. On the other hand, he says the
purpose of the reorganization is to
"streamline certain layers of middle
management." So that should mean
that 1OKs, IOQs, and registration
statements get reviewed by the SEC
much more quickly, and outstanding
questions get resolved faster. In the
past, there were 12 branch chiefs reporting in groups of two to a total of
six assistant directors. Now there are
eight assistant directors and no branch
chiefs. The branch chiefs are still there,
and in the same pay grades, but they
will have different titles, which, at this
writing, haven't been settled on. The
branch chiefs no longer supervise, and
in some cases they will not review, filings. "In many cases, one layer of review, which was redundant, has been
done away with," explains Howard
Morin, associate director of the division. While the assistant directors had
their subject areas divided along SIC
code lines, those assignments, according to Morin, were somewhat "haphazard." Now there is more rhyme and
reason. "We had a good process before,"
Morin adds. "It is better now. The assistant directors have much more flexibility." Registrants who file with the di10
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vision of investment management
should keep on doing what they have
been doing. Filings made by anyone
prior to July 15 will stay in the office
they were sent to. The division's office
of tender offers has been renamed the
office of mergers and acquisitions. Bob
Bayless remains the chief accountant
within the division.

GAOREPORT
ONACCOUNTING
PROFESSO
IN
A General Accounting Office (GAO) report on the accounting profession is
nearing publication. A draft was due
out in August with a final report expected before
the end of September, according to Bob
Gramling, the
GAO official in
charge of the
report. He
notes, however,
that the late
September
timetable may
Rep. John 0. Dingell
slip. The report
has been two
years in the making and is a response
to a request from Rep. John Dingell
(D.- Mich .), the ranking Democrat on
the House Commerce Committee. Rep.
Dingell had asked for the report while
Democrats were in the majority and he
chaired the committee. Dingell asked
the GAO to look at recommendations
made by various accounting industry
commissions, such as the Treadway
Commission, and whether the account-

IRSBUDGETLIKELY
HAMSTRUNG
The House and Senate agreed that the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) budget
for fiscal 1997 (starting Oct. 1, 1996)
should be reduced, but disagreements
between the two bodies remain on the
size of the cuts. Both are denying funding for a "Compliance Initiative" (CI)
which would have run for five years.
Such a five -year initiative was approved for fiscal 1995 but was canceled
the next year by Congress. The new CI
would have cost perhaps $400 million
in fiscal 1997 and paid for additional
revenue agents and enforcement resources. A report the IRS issued on the
fiscal'95 CI program stated that the
biggest bang for the bucks came from
the Coordinated Examination Program
(CEP), which is the auditing program
for large corporations. CI money spent
on the CEP produced the biggest yield,
that is, excess back taxes over what
was expected. The excess was a whopping 35% above plan. The IRS has not
said so, but it is logical that any new
CI would plow a large share of its
funds into expanding the CEP. But
that won't happen given the fact the
House has approved an IRS fiscal 1997
budget of $6.6 billion with the Senate
likely to come in about $6.9 billion.
Both figures are substantially below
the current IRS fiscal 1996 budget of
$7.3 billion. Clinton asked for $8 billion. Besides ditching the CI, the
House froze spending on the IRS's oft delayed and problem - plagued computer
modernization program. ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.
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`How do I ask for a raiser

I'm gearing up to ask for a raise that I feel is long overdue. I've been reluctant to
make the request because the manufacturing company for which 1 work as a cost
accountant has been in a pattern for stagnant growth and is expected to stay that
way for another year Despite that, I feel I am due for a salary increase and that my
request is justified. Any suggestions as to how I might go about this, the ammunition I can use, and the approach 1 should take?

Robert Half, Editor

Have plenty ofammunition ...
Without knowing the specifics of your
situation it's difficult to come up with a
specific plan and approach. But there
are certain things to keep in mind
whenever you seek a bigger salary or a
promotion.
The first thing to remember is that,
like most situations between people,
there is always room for negotiation
including a discussion of salary. This
holds true for individuals about to
start a new job, as well as for those
like yourself already employed and
seeking a salary increase.
I assume that when you do have
your conversation with your superior
about wanting more money, you'll enter
into that meeting armed with tangible,
verifiable reasons for not only wanting
a raise but why you should be given it.
Too many employees view a change in
their personal lives as justification for
a salary increase. They have another
child, or buy a house, or run up medical bills. While these are of serious
concern for the individual employee
involved, they are not reasons for any
employer to increase salaries.
I've always advocated that each
employee keep his or her own "personal personnel file." In it should go
reminders of positive contributions
made to the employer, letters of commendation, notes on speeches given
and papers written, cost - saving ideas
adopted by the company, and any other
memory joggers to help you build a
solid case for promotion or an increase
12
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in salary. Unless you do this on a regular basis, you'll undoubtedly forget
many of your individual successes over
the course of a long tenure with an
employer.
These items should form the basis
for any request for a raise.
You also should know the market.
What are others in your field with similar skills and experience earning? At
the same time, try to get a handle on
your own company's general pattern
and philosophy of granting wage
increases, as well as the degree of
authority your immediate supervisor
has to increase compensation.
In other words, the more you know
about your company, your industry, and
yourself, the better prepared you'll be
to make your case intelligently for
more money.
If your supervisor says that a raise

for you is out of the question because
of the company's stagnant growth, you
can still come out of that meeting having established that your performance
has been excellent and that you are a
valued employee. If you present your
case forcefully based upon a solid and
documented track record, you'll be in a
better position the next time you seek
enhanced compensation.
If being given more money is out of
the question, you might seek other
alternatives to a fatter paycheck. When
squeezed financially, some companies
are willing to offer such considerations
as enhanced stock options, loftier titles,
and increased responsibility in lieu of
money. Explore these options.
A final bit of advice. There is a natural temptation on the part of many
people seeking better pay to lay down
an ultimatum: "If I don't get a raise, I'll
quit!"
The problem with this bit of bravado
is that your superior might quickly
take you up on it, if only because your
strident approach is off - putting, even
threatening.
If you're going to draw the proverbial line in the sand, be certain you
have another job lined up. More than
that, a rigid approach to any negotiating situation usually proves counterproductive. Those who are skilled in
what's been called the "art of gentle
persuasion" generally prevail more
often than not. As Mark McCormack
put it in his best - selling book, What
They Don't Teach You at Harvard
Business School, "A lot of times you can
push someone to the wall and you still
reach an agreement, but his resentment will come back to haunt you in a
million ways."
The next time you seek a raise, bring
to the negotiating table a tangible list
of reasons why you deserve it, based
upon your past contributions to the
company's success and your future
potential. Present your case calmly and
reasonably. And always bear in mind
that every negotiation has long -term,
as well as short -term, ramifications.
I wish you all the best. ■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert
Half International, Inc., the world's largest
staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and information systems field. His
latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & sons).
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Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

JITADOPTIONCOSTS
Should a cost be expensed in the cur
rent period or be capitalized and expensed over its useful life? This question is raised regularly by accountants,
the Internal Revenue Service, and even
Congress. During 1995, this particular
question was raised by a manufacturer
who incurred costs for the conversion
of an assembly line manufacturing
(ALM) process to a just -in -time manufacturing (JITM) process. Letter Ruling
9544001 issued by the Service on July
21, 1995, concluded that there were
four categories of costs associated with
the conversion and that each cost, in
this case, should be capitalized.
The four categories of costs identified in the ruling are (1) the costs of reconfiguring the facilities, (2) costs of
materials and supplies used in setting
up JITM, (3) costs of training employees, and (4) consulting costs. Although
the costs are analyzed separately, the
Service did recognize that JITM is a
holistic approach. As a result, the decision appears to integrate the pieces.
Converting a plant from ALM to
JITM requires the relocation of existing equipment, the addition of new
walls, plumbing, and electrical renovations. Essentially, the plant is redesigned to facilitate cellular processing (i.e., U -line configuration or better
known as cells). Each cell performs the
entire manufacturing process for a particular item of production. Because the
work cells are designed to be flexible
and perform multiple sequences of operations by minimal changeover, JITM,
according to the taxpayer, is "more efficient" and, therefore, less costly.
Although moving costs generally are
deductible under IRC Section 162, situations do exist where the costs are cap14
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italized and deductible over time. If the
move will produce significant future
benefits to the company, then the Service maintains that the moving costs
are for a new business and, therefore, a
capital expenditure. The Service cited
Addressograph [T.C. Memo 45 -058
(1945), True [894 F.2d 1197 (10th Cir.
1990), and MOPCO, [503 U.S. at 861
to support this position. In the current
ruling, the taxpayer clearly states that
"changing to JITM is a radical redesign of, and a fundamental change
in, the business process [and] longterm benefits will result from the conversion." The taxpayer's presentation
seems to suggest that the JITM adoption is an investment in a new and
more efficient manufacturing process.
Not surprisingly, the Service agreed
with the taxpayer and held that the
costs are capital.
The costs of material and supplies
used in setting up a manufacturing
process are deductible under Reg. Section 1.162 -3 if they are consumed in
the production of the finished product.
In the current ruling, however, the material and supplies are signs that facilitate the process but are not part of, or
consumed by, the process. As the signs
have a useful life that is greater than a
year, the Service, once again, held that
the costs are capitalized.
Training costs are the third category
discussed in the letter ruling. Two
forms of training costs were contested
by the taxpayer. The first form is development of training manuals and videos
on the JITM process. Citing Domestic
[38 B.T.A. 640 (1938)], the Service held
that the development costs for new
manuals are capitalized although future costs to maintain and update the

manuals would be expensed. The second form of training costs concerned
those costs associated with educating
the employees on the JITM process.
Training costs for maintaining or improving employee skills are deductible
as a business expense under IRC
Section 162. The costs of training employees in connection with a new business, however, are capital expenditures
under IRC Section 263. [See, e.g.,
Cleveland Electric, 7 Cl. Ct. 220.234
(1985)] Once again, the Service recognized the uniqueness of the process
(i.e., JITM) and, as a result, held that
the JITM training costs were capital
expenditures.
The final category of costs addressed
by the letter ruling is consulting fees.
These fees were incurred by the taxpayer to retain consultants and to observe other manufacturing sites. The
consultants advised the taxpayer about
the conversion to JITM and assisted in
the training of the employees. As a result, the fees are held to be capital because they are part of the aforementioned training costs. Any consulting
fees associated with the ongoing operation, after the startup of JITM, would
be deductible expenses. Of course, the
difficulty is in determining when the
startup is finished and the ongoing
process begins. It is especially difficult
in this case because the process was
not incorporated in a single year but
over several years.
This ruling certainly is not taxpayer
friendly, especially for those contemplating the adoption of JITM. Whether
a business is ongoing or new appears
to be the central issue in determining
if the four cost categories of the taxpayer become a capital expenditure or
an expense. In this case, the taxpayer
may have hindered its position, and
others as well, by clearly emphasizing
the uniqueness of JITM and thereby
enhancing its classification as being a
new business. The moral to the ruling
is: Be sure that the evidence you offer
supports the claim of old and ongoing
and not new and improved.— Melissa
Walters -York and Anthony P. Curatola
Melissa Walters-York is assistant professor
at Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Anthony P. Curatola is the Joseph F. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel University,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Our company, Med Resorts Interna
tional, Inc., has been marketing and
selling vacation programs in the
leisure time industry for nearly 16
years. A unique concept allows our customers ( "members") to travel to our
company - controlled resorts for a period
of several years for the price of the
membership. Starting with a handful
of employees and a small base of condominium units, the company has
grown to employ more than 400 people
in five states, own hundreds of vacation accommodations in the U.S., Mexico, and abroad, and serve more than
10,000 members.
The company finances the sales of
its programs and accepts a note receivable for a portion of the purchase price.
Before the decision was made to out source the receivables, all billing was
performed by a centralized department. Payments were received via two
lockboxes, one in each of our major
selling areas, and cash data and remittances were forwarded to us overnight
by each bank. The payment information then was posted manually to the
computer database containing our
member account information.
The Contract Services Department,
which was responsible for billing, collecting, and recovery functions, had
grown in proportion to our membership
base to include a staff of 12: a manager, six collectors, and five administrative support personnel. In addition, the
two - person data entry staff spent approximately one -half of their time posting payments (principal, interest, late
fees, if any, and noncash adjustments)
to the member database. Billing included all invoice generation and mailing followed by collection, if necessary,
16
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consisting of a series of letters and
phone calls.
Beginning in 1993, the company out sourced the billing and collection functions, eliminated the Contract Services
Department, and created a new department, Financial Services, to take its
place. With a staff of two, Financial
Services acts as a liaison between the
company and its outside servicer.
Our company has realized an estimated cost savings of approximately
20% when the 1993 cost of the Contract Services Department is compared
with the 1994 cost of the outside servicers. This represents a savings of
nearly $75,000 in one year.
In selecting a servicer to handle our
portfolio, we considered its expertise
and familiarity with our industry as
the top criteria. We believe the industry knowledge is a key determinant of
the success of any servicer to execute
the billing and collection activities
properly. The servicers we employ have
long histories of experience in the field,
are committed to ongoing training, and
maintain the focus required for continued success.
Based on these criteria, we are
pleased with the extensive industry
knowledge of our initial servicer and
that of the subsequent two servicers
we have added to our system. These
groups established a favorable rapport
with our customers, and that, coupled
with their expertise in the collection
arena, has allowed them to surpass our
own in -house performance. Improved
cash flow and consistently better aging
statuses have been welcome benefits of
the process, which is, of course, the cornerstone of the outsourcing concept:
Let the experts do what they do best.

Very soon after the new system
started operating, however, we began
to experience other, serendipitous, benefits of outsourcing that we hadn't
planned on.
Surprise benefit NO: No hassles, no
worries. It was not until we no longer
had to mail out hundreds of computer generated invoices each month that we
realized all the time and effort expended each month to send them out. No
more aggravations like the printer
jamming on the multipart mailer, not
enough money in the postage meter,
and hours of bursting and collating. Instead, we rest assured that each month
all invoices will be sent out, on time,
without fail.
Surprise benefit No. 2: Improved timing in posting of payments. As in most
businesses, it is critical that all payments are posted to the member's account as soon as possible after they are
received. One reason is accurate reporting, and another, more important,
reason is to ensure the most up -to -date
customer record is maintained. In our
company, the member's ability to use
our services is contingent upon his or
her current account status. We cannot
afford the poor customer service of disallowing benefits to a customer who
has made a recent payment.
Prior to the outsourcing, lockbox data "to be posted" may have been delayed for as much as two or three days
before being entered into the database,
primarily because of the sheer volume
of data that had to be keyed into the
computer. The data entry personnel
simply were overburdened. Now we
post within a 24 -hour period. The servicer receives lockbox information on
our accounts throughout the day and
posts electronically from the bank to
its database. Each night, after all the
day's business has been entered at the
servicer level, the data are transmitted
to our member database electronically.
By the morning after a payment hits
the lockbox maintained by the servicer,
the data appear on our in -house system. All this, error free, with no manual data entry.
Surprise benefit No 3: Additional reports and information. Because the
servicers use state -of -the art software
and employ several programmers on
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side funding through hypothocations or
sales of its receivables to outside parties. Through our relationships with
our outside servicing companies, we
have become acquainted with several
investors. In some instances, we successfully have negotiated financing
arrangem ents with these investors.
Second, because of the confidence in
the performance of the notes, partly
due to the impartial collections and reporting of the portfolio by the seroicer,
we have been able to contract for more
favorable terms in the loans and sales
we have negotiated. The result is more
profit from our portfolio activities.

Make the call if you
want to pass. GUARANTEED.
Want instant relief from sweaty palms, stomach cramps, and other
symptoms of CMA Exam anxiety?
Choose our interactive MicroMash CMA Review — it pinpoints your
weak areas and creates a custom- tailored computerized study program
just for you. It's like having your own personal instructor. Or, choose
the OC3 CMA Review on videotape which teaches the materials most
likely to be covered on the Exam.
Comple te eithe r one and we guarantee you'll pas s your C MA Exa m.
Or we'll re fund your purchas e price *.
Study where and when you want. At your own pac e. Both are highly
disc iplined study systems availa ble by pan.

Don't wait another agonizing minute. Stop worrying about whether you
might pass. Be guaranteed you will pass. Make the call.
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'Cenam m motors apply; call for complete details
D 1996 M•Mash, Inc. Registered trademarks: MtcmMash, M -Mash. Inc.

staff, they can provide extensive reports and analysis, useful m anagement
tools for our company. In addition, we
have been able to receive specialized
reports very inexpensively, allowing
our MIS staff to pursue other projects.
Surprise benefit No. 4: A shift in the
burden of technology and development
costs. In order to stay on th e leading
edge, ou r servicers have invested heavily in the latest in b illin g and collection
software, as well as computer hardware. This investm ent keeps th em effective and competitive. While some of
18
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the cost is passed on to us by the servicer to some extent, it is not direct.
One of the servicers we use has upgraded its systems extensively over the
past two y ears and has raised its price
to us only minimally in order to stay
competitive. What this means for us is
that any dollars that would have been
invested to m aintain our department of
12 can be allocated elsewhere.
Surprise benefit No 5: Improved financing opportunities. The m ost important
benefit we have experienced relates to
our company's decision to obtain out-

Surprise benefit No. 6: Separation of
the financing function from the product
and service function. Collectors of auto
loans have heard on countless occasions, "The car doesn't rum anymore so
I'm not paying!" Of course, the note is
due despite the car problems. In our
company, while we pride ourselves on
excellent customer satisfaction and
provide a variety of benefits and services, we have a small portion of collection issues tied to our product and services. The separation of the collection
function from the company helps minimize any "car - doesn't -rum" cases and
improves the overall collection on these
notes. Our own in -house customer
service personnel then can focus on
solving any other issues to the customer's satisfaction.
In summary, the results of the decision to outsource the billing and collection functions for our company's portfolio of receivables have exceeded our
expectations. Beyond the cost savings
to perform these functions, our company has experienced serendipitous benefits that have directly or indirectly
enhanced our bottom line. This synergistic management is significant to our
company because we are keenly aware
of the need to enhance performance
and m aximize the value of our largest
asset. We are pleased with the results
of the outsourcing decision and recommend that other companies consider
this valuable concept. — Kathleen A.
Cormier, CMA, CPA
Kathleen A. C ormier, C PA, CMA, CC M, is
the co rpo rate co ntroller o f Med R es o rts Internatio nal, Inc. , Clearwater, F la. , and affiliated
co mp anies, and hand les the c omp anies' co mbined $16 million p ortfolio o f receivab les. S he
can b e reached at (813) 531 -1400.
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CEOSAREOPTIMISTIC
ABOUTECONOMY
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cline from the recent trend. In fact,
four -fifths say they use outside, contract, or part -time employees.
When asked if they foresaw any potential barriers to growth, 52% cited a
lack of available skilled, trained workers to staff their operations. Only a
year ago, this concern was cited by
44% of the CEOs. The fastest - growing
concern is fear of decreasing profit
margins. Concern about decreasing
margins is equally strong in the product and service sectors. ■

CFOSPREDICT HOSTILE
TAKEOVERSWILLINCREASE
Hostile takeovers at U.S. corporations
increase in the next two years,
chief financial officers responding to a
Robert Half International Inc. survey
predict. According to the recent poll of
1,000 CFOs nationwide, 54% believe
hostile takeovers are on the rise.
"Recent changes in the global and
economic climate have caused firms
across most industries to seek operational synergies through consolidation," Max Messmer, chairman and
CEO of Robert Half International Inc.,
said. "Given this trend, it is not surprising to see an increase in hostile
bids when efforts at friendly mergers
fail." ■
will

Chief executive officers of America's
fastest growing companies see a 2.8%
growth rate for the economy in 1996
and feel they will meet their revenue
goals over the next 12 months. But
for the second consecutive quarter
they have scaled back plans for major
new capital investments and additional permanent hirings. The executives
were taking part in Coopers & Lybrand's quarterly "Trendsetter Barometer" survey. Their companies range in
size from approximately $1 million to
$50 million in revenuelsales,
Sixty -two percent of the CEOs are
optimistic about the U.S. economy,
32% are ambivalent, and 6% are
gloomy about the forecast. George
Auxier, national director of entrepreneurial advisory services for Coopers
& Lybrand, says, "Overall, `Trendsetter' CEOs remain positive about the
economy. Product sector companies
continue to post solid growth, but at a
more modest rate. This is being offset
by more vigorous growth in the service sector."
Sixty -one percent are planning new
capital investments over the next 12
months. Sixty -four percent are planning major new investments in information technology, and 55% in new
product development. But fewer
growth companies plan to increase investment in sales promotion, geographic expansion, or research and
development.
They also are cautious about hiring
new, permanent, full -time workers in
the next year. They say they will hire
at a level equal to 10.9% of their composite workforce, which is a sharp de-

FASB HAS

NEWHOMEPAGE

Nowyou can reach the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) via
the Internet through its new home
page on the World Wide Web. The
home page includes the Action Alert

(weekly announcements of Board actions and forthcoming meetings), summaries of all FASB Statements, the
quarterly plan for FASB technical activities, membership information, and
ordering information and prices of
FASB documents.
Designed by the FASB, the home
page is located at servers provided by
the Rutgers Accounting Web at Rutgers University. (Mr, home page also is on the RAW as are other accounting- related organizations and
accounting information that may be of
interest to practitioners, academicians,
and others with a need to know about
current accounting information.)
The FASB site is viewed best using
either Netscape Navigator 2.X or Microsoft Internet Explorer. The home
page can be accessed at either of two
locations:
http: / /www.fasb.org
or
http: / /www. rutgers.edu/accounting /rawlfasb. ■

CORRECTION
The photos of IMA President Clair
Raubenstine and his family included
in the July issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING® were taken at the
Huntingdon Valley Country Club, not
the Huntingdon Country Club. ■

RECRUITERSSUGGEST
SURFINGTHE NET
Although recruiting online is a fairly
new approach, "working the Net"
might be as important as networking
when it comes to looking for a new
job, a nationwide survey of executives
finds. Forty percent of executives
polled by Accountemps, the world's
largest temporary staffing service
for accounting, finance, and bookkeeping, said that using the Internet for
recruiting efforts is commonplace.
Still, 38% of the executives said it
isn't common although they might
consider it.
The way it works is employers are
posting jobs on home pages, using online job listing services, or working
with recruiters that use the Internet
actively. ■

The Model Approach"
two -day training course, The Model
Approach will show you how to implement activity -based costing in
AN INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED

your organization.
We've trained more than 6,000 participants from every size and sector
of business. Need a testimonial? Ask any of these companies: AT &T,
Barclays Bank, Blue Cross /Blue Shield, DuPont, Citibank, El Paso
Natural Gas, Ralston Purina, Sun Microsystems — even the US Army.
You'll get the same answer: The ModelApproach gives you the skills to
develop better business processes for your organization.
For a complete calendar of classes, call 905 - 678 -1661 or check our
website at www.sapling.com.
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AreCorporateProcu
CardsforYou?
BYRICHARDJ.PALMER, CPA; LELANDD.
GREEN, CPA; ANDMARIE T. VENTURA, CPA
n late 1993, ITT Automotive launched a corporate procurement card (CPC) program so
employees could use credit cards for small dollar maintenance, repairs, and operating
(MRO) purchases. The company had found that
its "traditional" buying procedures were unduly
labor intensive, slow, and cumbersome and did
not appropriately match the costs of controlling
low - dollar noninventory purchases with the dollars at risk in the transactions. MRO expenditures purchases constituted 59% of ITT Automotive's total payables transaction activity, but
more than 80% of these purchases were for less
than $1,000.1
D ^ isi ng corporate procurement ca rds for
dollar MRO items, the company would
.ate or reduce nonvalue- adding activities
following functions:
Purchasing—receiving requisitions,
assigning buyers, selecting suppliers,
calling and negotiating with suppliers, establishing terms, transcribing requisition to purchase order (P.O.), providing P.O. copy
to the supplier, filing and internally distributing P.O.
copies, resolving invoice differences, and closing the order when
the transaction is completed.
ccounts Payable—receiving, sorting,
;ching, filing, and entering data relating
. eceiver, invoice, and purchase order;
routing/re- routing of invoices for approval
and account coding, expediting invoices
with discounts, managing backorder suspense files, preparing end -of -month accruals, setting up new vendors, answering
phone inquiries from suppliers, processing
expense reports for sundry items, and reimbursing petty cash; all check- writing activities including check processing, matching
22
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invoices to checks, obtaining or imprinting
signatures, filing, and mailing.
Production /Other— Completing requisitions and obtaining approvals on purchase;
stockpiling supplies; mailroom receiving,
sorting, and distributing correspondence relating to low - dollar purchases; postage costs
relating to low -dollar purchases; and activities associated with bank reconciliations.
With the use of CPCs:
■ Employees get needed goods faster;
■ Card -based reports can be analyzed quickly
to provide information on spending patterns
that will enhance leverage with suppliers in
future price negotiations;
■ Managers and purchasing personnel have
more time to focus on significant business issues including the price, quality, and delivery
performance of large supplier - partners;
■ General accounting spends less time on bank
reconciliations and transaction processing,
and card purchase data can be mapped directly into the company's general ledger
system;
■ Employee cardholders experience a sense of
trust and empowerment;
■ Supplier goodwill is increased because suppliers collect payment for CPC purchases in
fewer than three business days; and
■ CPCs yield other spin -off "order of magnitude" benefits.2
But procurement cards may not be for everyone, and other companies may face different issues. Based on numerous discussions and
shared experiences, we have put together five
categories of the most frequently discussed issues concerning CPCs and, within each category,
the most common questions relating to CPC use.
Perhaps they can help your company decide
whether to begin a CPC program.

rement

Probably. CPCs are low -risk,

low -cost tools that can dramatically
im prove the goods acquisition process now.
CONTROLLINGCPC
PURCHASINGBEHAVIOR
]Business people want procurement cards to
efficient

cost

deliver a more
level of control over
the purchasing behavior of their employees. The
questions they ask most often with regard to
control are:
■ Who should be given a CPC?
■ What dollar value limits should be placed on
CPC spending?
■ What types of items should be purchased on
the CPC?
■ What documentation and supervisory
approvals will be needed for CPC
transactions?
■ What other control techniques work in CPC
programs?

WboshouldbegivenoCPC? Organizations vary

can be controlled by per transaction, per month,
and departmental spending limits. Limits also
can be set on the velocity of card transactions,
for example, restricting the number of times a
card can be used in one day or limiting daily
spending. Finally, total CPC spending by the
company is controlled by the card - issuing institution via an established line of credit to the
company.
Before implementing per- transaction spending
limits an organization should review prior

A procurementtransactionmanagementstrategycanminimize cost, maximize efficiency
Traditional P.O. and variations (blanket, emergency, etc.)
Summary billing
Direct debit technology
EDI
Outsourcing some or all payables activities
Corporate purchasing cards
Electronic catalogs
Integrated supply management
Internet business -to- business malls

not

in their philosophies about which employees
should be entrusted with a CPC.s Some give a
CPC to virtually every employee who may have
reason to requisition a low -dollar item. Others
restrict CPCs to those employees who historically have generated the greatest amount of low dollar purchasing activity. The latter technique
may enhance control over purchasing behavior
although perhaps at the expense of the morale
of those employees who do
receive a CPC.
A third philosophy of CPC distribution attempts to overlay the traditional purchasing
process by giving CPCs to a few purchasing or
local management personnel (sometimes referred to as the "P.O. on plastic" method). Requisitions still would be routed to Purchasing, but
Purchasing acquires the item by CPC instead of
by purchase order. This method usually is not associated with high- performing CPC programs because it does not improve the burdensome requisition process nor "empower" employees who
need MRO items. Further, this method tends to
burden a handful of cardholders with the responsibility for large amounts of purchasing activity.4

Whatdollar value limits should be plated on CPC
spending? The dollar amount of card purchases

spending patterns carefully to understand the
relationship between the amount of paperwork
generated and the dollars at risk in purchasing
transactions. ITT Automotive, for example, concluded that most of the paperwork, but few of
the dollars, were for transactions below $1,000;
thus it initially set a $1,000 per- transaction limit. The company subsequently increased the limit to $2,000 based upon input from cardholders.
John Deere, GE, and Mobil use a $1,000 cutof , 5
Intel and others have higher limits ($2,000)6,
while others, such as Conoco, have lower limits
($500).7
SEPTEMBER 1996
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Not every organization believes value is added by per - transaction limits.
Pepsi -Cola uses a monthly billing cycle
limit as its front line of spending control. This strategy broadens the discretionary spending authority of the employee. It also eliminates the
administrative burden associated with
monitoring reports intended to identify
cardholder attempts to circumvent per transaction limits via contiguous purchases and with handling requests to
raiseloverride the per - transaction limit
by employees.
However spending limits are set
(monthly and per transaction), they
should be consistent with existing budgetary allotments and the company's
asset capitalization policy.

What types of items should be purchased on the CPC? If an organization
puts no restrictions on CPC purchases,
then the card user can (as with any
commercial card product) buy any type
of product or service his or her credit
line supports. Types of purchases
placed on the CPC can be controlled by
a combination of card - issuer technology and modifications to internal business controls.
For example, most large companies
have automated ordering and payment
systems in place for high - dollar inventory purchases. Hence, CPCs are neither appropriate to the dollars at risk
nor do they improve transaction processing efficiency for inventory items.
Consequently, most companies restrict

CPC use to noninventory items.
Furthermore, most large organizations have internal controls to monitor
the capital budgeting process. As these
systems require specific procedures
that cannot be incorporated readily into a CPC program, most companies do
not allow capital purchases to be
placed on CPCs.
A small number of companies, however, do use CPCs for capital items.
Praxair, for example, has specific CPCs
designated for capital project items.
These cards have $5,000 to $10,000
per - transaction limits compared to
$2,500 for other Praxair cards.$ Without advanced data capture at the point
of sale (POS), companies must dedicate
specific CPCs to segregate capitaliz-
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able purchases. Alternatively, a company can use a card -issuer product that
allows for the capture of additional data at the POS that identify the capital izable nature of a specific transaction.
In any case, CPC per- transaction
spending limits and capital equipment
purchase activity should be in harmony with the organization 's asset capitalization policy.
Most large companies also prevent
the use of CPCs for travel and entertainment (T &E) expenditures, apparently preferring to reimburse employees for travel - related items only after
management review. Card - issuer technology lets a company block transactions with suppliers with travel-related
Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code numbers. On the other
hand, some card issuers have been able
to satisfy customers who want to have
one card for multiple business purposes, including spending for MRO items
and T &E. For example, Delco Electronics, Inc. recently exchanged its T &E
card for a CPC card that lets employees pay for both office supplies and
T &E business expenses.9 Delco reports
a drastic reduction in administrative
costs involved in both ordering supplies and reimbursing T &E. Similarly,
Southwestern Bell has its "Vision
Card" that uses one CPC for low -dollar
purchases, travel and related expenses,
and fuel and maintenance costs.10
What types of documentation and approvals will be needed for CPC transactions? To exert control over CPC purchases, organizations such as Intel and
Pepsi -Cola require employees to maintain a log of CPC purchases where
they record information such as item(s)
ordered, date of the order, price of the
item(s), and amount of sales tax added
to the price (if applicable). Employees
may computerize their logs, but usually they write the information on the
outside of the same manila envelopes
in which they store CPC receipts, cash
register tickets, and packing slips.
Organizations using logs require employees to verify receipt of an item on
the log and reconcile monthly card
statements to their individual logs.
Then an employee attaches (or inserts)
all purchase-related documents to (or
into) the log and the billing statement.
Next, if required, the employee submits
the package to his or her supervisor for

F

ITT AUTOMOTIVE'S
PURCHASING CARD
EXPERIENCE
Many MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING readers have
asked if ITT Automotive followed through on the imple'
mentation of the corporate
purchasing program propose
by the ITT Automotive /IMA
faculty intern in the summer

of 1993. In fact, ITT Automotive launched its purchasing
card pilot test in November
1993.The full scale roll -out
ended in January 1995. In
1996, ITT Automotive's 700
North American cardholders
have averaged more than
6,000 purchasing card transactions per month, accounting
for $1,3 million of small - dollar
purchases per month. Recently the company implemented
a purchasing card program for
its European operations.
review and approval . " Supervisory review has no effect on the company's
obligation to pay its one company -wide
CPC bill, but it does provide a check on
the appropriateness of expenditures
and a record of the sales tax paid, if
necessary.12After review, the packet
should be archived in a secure manner
that allows for easy retrieval in the
event of a use tax audit.
Despite the benefits, many companies say that logs are a retreat from
the attack on nonvalue-adding paperwork. Some companies argue that employees eventually resort to completing
the logs by copying information over
from their periodic CPC statements.
Thus, ITT Automotive and Cummins
Engine simply require that employees
attach the packing slip or cash register
receipt relating to the purchase to the
monthly CPC statement.13Others, feeling more strongly that small-dollar
purchases really are "small," do not require this type of documentation. Dark
rumors circulate of companies that
simply throw receipts willy-nilly into a
large sack for storage.
What other control techniques work in
CPC programs? With SIC or Merchant

Category Classification (MCC) code
blocking, companies can restrict transactions to or block transactions with
suppliers in a selected SIC category or
categories. Any attempt by the cardholder to acquire goods from a vendor
with a blocked SIC will be declined
and reported to the company. In some
cases, companies have restricted card
usage to one SIC —for example, gasoline purchases.
Unfortunately, many CPC -using
companies have expressed dissatisfaction with SIC blocking because many
suppliers are not set up with SICs that
reflect the nature of their activities or
products. The administrative burdens
associated with declined purchases and
with bringing suppliers into compliant
SICs has led some organizations to
turn off all but travel - related SIC controls until the SIC database is more refined and better disciplined.14
A common additional layer of control
is to require that employees receiving a
corporate procurement card sign a basic agreement that identifies the appropriate sanctions for misuse, up to
and including termination . In addition,
card providers can include a statement
on the monthly bill for the employee to
sign that reads something like: "I certify that all items covered by this statement were received in accordance with
the (Company) Procedures Manual and
are valid business expenditures of the
(Company)."

ADJUSTINGORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTUREANDINCENTIVE
SYSTEMSTOSUPPORTACPC
PROGRAM
lk least two organizational issues
arise when management is considering
the CPC concept: Which functional
area will be given "ownership" of the
card program? What types of incentives will stimulate CPC use?
The most appropriate functional
area to manage the CPC program
varies by company. Typically, the department that takes the initiative to
implement a program is the department that ends up managing it. The
Purchasing Group manages the CPC
program at Westinghouse Electric and
Intel. The Accounting Group manages
the CPC program at Amoco and
Chevron. Initially, the Purchasing and
Finance departments at ITT AutomoSEP TEMBER 1996
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C orporate purchasing cards are just one of a growing number of
changing technologies and business practices that have created
new opportunities for companies to reduce or eliminate the paperwork associated with buying and paying for goods and services.
Controllers also should explore the benefits and costs of:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Electronic data interchange (EDI),
Integrated supply management,
Internet malls,
Electronic catalogs,
Electronic debits,
Summary billing, and
Outsourced accounts payable.

Electronic data interchange. EDI, the intercompany computer-tocomputer transmission of business forms in a standard format, is
the primary electronic commerce medium for business- to-business
transactions today. EDI is a closed environment governed by standardized trading agreements, association rules, and standards. It
is used routinely to transact inventory order - related information.
Financial EDI and Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) as part of
transaction settlement are increasing in popularity. A customer
will send an electronic remittance advice to its financial institution
instead of sending a supplier a check to pay for products or services. The customer's financial institution will use EFT to transfer
the funds and remittance advice to the supplier's financial institution. The supplier's financial institution will credit the payment to
the supplier's account and forward the remittance advice to the
supplier.
Significant time and cost are involved in establishing an EDI
partnership with a supplier, so MRO purchases via EDI typically
are restricted to major suppliers of commodity -type items under
nationwide contract.
lntegrated supply management. Under this arrangement, a distributor or supplier assumes responsibility for all or part of the
MRO inventory activities of the buyer. The integrated supplier
usually purchases and owns the customer's MRO inventory and
operates an in -plant store. In its purest form, the integrated supplier takes over all planning, acquisition, receiving, storage, management, and distribution responsibilities associated with supply
items. Some integrated suppliers include "deliver to work stations"
as part of the distribution responsibility. The customer benefits by
reduced inventory investment and record keeping, reduced purchase transaction activity, reduced number of suppliers, reduced
price for goods acquired through integrated suppliers, reduced
payment activities, reduced labor time to acquire needed goods,
and increased consistency in the quality of goods bought.
Integrated supply arrangements are becoming popular for specialized areas of corporate and plant operations, such as office supplies or the plant tool crib. Companies may encounter resistance
by managers and unions on account of a perceived lack of control
and fear of immediate job loss. Before committing to this strategy,
companies must understand the full range of activities and services being performed by employees.
Internet malls. The Internet is only beginning to gain acceptance

.at
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as a vehicle for business -to- business transactions. Virtual malls,
such as IndustryNet and MROP On -Line, bring manufacturers,
distributors, and customers together in cyberspace.
How companies will pay for goods on the Net is uncertain although a variety of "cybercash" and electronic check options are
being tested. With corporate purchasing cards, any employee with
a computer and a charge card can buy needed goods on the Net.
At this time, the Internet is not ready for prime time as a mission- critical business transaction settlement tool. Web servers
were not designed for high- speed, high - volume transactions like
credit card authorizations. Start -up technology companies, however, are working on messaging protocols to speed up transactions
and juggle high - volume database requests.
Electronic catalogs. This point -and -click shopping lets companies
access more and better information about products and replaces
paper -and -pencil or phone ordering time. Electronic catalogs can
be integrated with EDI ordering applications where daily company
orders are compiled and transmitted via EDI to the supplier. The
supplier can invoice purchases electronically, enabling the customer to match the order and invoice electronically for payment
approval. For MRO buys, it is not cost - efficient to await matching
of these documents to the receiving documentation. The few problems that occur with regard to receipt of MRO goods can be dealt
with offline.
Direct debits. Some MRO invoices can be paid automatically by
Automated Clearing House (ACH) transfers from the customer to
the supplier's bank account. At present, "direct debit" programs
are associated with insurance and utility payments.
Controllers are hesitant to use any payment mechanism that
will transfer cash directly out of the company account when the
amount to be taken out fluctuates from month to month. The U.S.
Postal Service is pilot testing a project where customers will have
more control over the ACH debit. The customer will receive a bar coded postcard from the utility that identifies the amount due.
When the customer is ready to pay the bill, he or she simply drops
the postcard into the mail, The Postal Service captures the bar coded information and initiates the ACH transfer.
Sumsesry biIIiag.Sometimes companies can save time and money
by taking simple steps to manage their relationship with the supplier. For example, ITT Automotive has a large number of leases
with a major manufacturer of copier equipment. The company was
receiving an invoice for every machine under lease. With a phone
call, ITT Automotive was able to get the copier company to consolidate its billing into one monthly invoice. Although summary
billing is effective in reducing paperwork, it probably won't be a
comprehensive solution because of the diverse nature of MRO
items and the many vendors and locations from which they are
purchased.
Outsourced payables.Some or all Accounts Payable activities can
be outsourced. It is common, for example, for companies to let
third -party operations handle freight payment processing. Some
major commercial banks even provide the services necessary to
handle all invoice payment activities.

tive managed the program together.
Once the program is under way,
management must establish appropriate incentives for use. Many companies
tend to neglect this aspect, relying on
word of mouth and common sense to
turn ancient purchasing habits toward
a new direction.
Monetary incentives work best. One
way management can diminish employee affection for paperwork- intensive processes is to redesign the
chargeback system related to purchasing and payables department services.
A major petrochemical company, for example, charges users 100 times as
much to transact a traditional purchase as it does for a CPC transaction.
A major electronics manufacturer
charges the fully loaded cost of a goods
acquisition transaction (around $150)
to departments that insist on purchasing low- dollar items via the traditional
method.
Companies also can give internal
bonuses based on the number of transactions shifted to the card or one -time
bumps in departmental budget allocations to train employees on the procedures associated with using cards to
buy MRO items. This technique might
reduce the resistance of employees who
feel that a CPC program has enabled
the accounting and purchasing departments to "push their work" onto requisitioners. In programs where requisitioners hold the CPCs, some
cardholders may have to familiarize
themselves with heretofore unknown
catalogs and ordering processes.

INTEGRATINGTHECPC
WITHOTHERPURCHASING
PROGRAMS

M

any purchasing professionals are
concerned that their organizations will
pay too much for MRO items if they
buy with a CPC and/or that cardholders will ignore national contracts that
have been negotiated for particular
types of MRO items. But proper planning and implementation of a card program can control "maverick" buying
tendencies and facilitate the integration of CPCs into preferred vendor and
supplier reduction programs.
Companies that want to restrict
transactions to "preferred" suppliers
use a specific card - issuer product that
can restrict purchases to a selected

vendor or use internal policies to restrict CPC purchases to vendors identified in a "Yellow Pages" type of internal
directory. The latter technique requires
the CPC program administrator to
monitor adherence to preferred supplier policies by post- auditing card purchases. With standard database software and files sent from the card
issuer, verification of cardholder compliance with a preferred vendor program is quick and easy.
The problem with the former method
is that it limits the range of card -issuer products a company can use because not every issuer has the necessary technology as of this writing.
Furthermore, card issuers that can
support supplier - specific restrictions
may not have the broad supplier acceptance found with other card products,
or their technology may require a level
of supplier cooperation and investment
that may not materialize.
A note of caution: "Preferred" vendor
restrictions on small -dollar purchases
can choke the growth of a company's
CPC program. Many organizations report that the majority of their MRO
purchases are from suppliers with
whom they transact business fewer
than 10 times a year. These suppliers
are not likely candidates for an "approved" supplier listing, so the number
of transactions shifted to the procurement cards will be reduced. On the
other hand, if a company uses CPCs
with infrequent suppliers, it will reduce its vendor database and all activities associated with vendor setup and
maintenance. Many large CPC programs simply encourage purchases
from the existing supplier base but allow cardholders to go to new suppliers
if it is more expedient.

MEETINGREGULATORY
ANDSALESTAXREPORTING
REQUIREMENTS

Salesandusetax.The most impor-

tant issue to many prospective card
users is how to collect use tax information on card transactions. Purchases
of goods used in the production of inventory are not taxable, but all other
items are subject to state sales or
use taxes, which the company is obligated to pay at the source or to remit
directly.
As a general rule, sales or use tax

must be remitted to the state in which
the item will be consumed. Smaller
vendors usually don't handle multistate sales tax collection but, rather,
remit sales tax collected to their state
of residence. Large national industrial
suppliers, because they are registered
to do business in most states, usually
remit sales tax collected to the state
where the items are being shipped.
Many large retail stores want to collect
sales tax on all items purchased, and
exceptions for nontaxable MRO buys
create additional work inconsistent
with their high - volume, low -cost philosophy. Thus, companies using the
procurement cards face two challenges:
1. Cardholders need evidence that the
appropriate amount of sales tax was
collected at the point of sale (POS).
Unless additional data about sales
tax are captured at the POS, the
CPC statement received by the
cardholder will indicate only the total transaction amount. Thus, the
statement will not provide the company with evidence to indicate compliance with state sales tax laws,
and the cardholder must request
other transaction documentation.
2. Alternatively, a company may pay
use tax directly to the state where
the items are consumed. In this
case, the CPC -using organization
wants to be sure that sales tax is
not being collected at the POS.
Again, CPC statements that indicate only the total value of the purchase don't allow such verification.
Companies have adopted a wide
range of procedures to handle the state
tax issue. Intel addresses purchasing
and tax department concerns simultaneously by restricting CPC use to
MRO- preferred vendors under a contract that requires the vendor to collect
and remit sales tax to the appropriate
states. 15 This approach maximizes purchasing leverage with fewer suppliers
while reducing the potential for unfavorable use tax assessments and
penalties.
Several issues may make Intel's approach unsuitable for others. First, Intel's card program administrator must
audit card activity to ensure that employees use only preferred vendors.
Second, and more important, cardholders cannot acquire goods from nonapSEPTEMBER 1996
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A fourth approach is to use card -isproved vendors, which reduces the
suer software that lets vendors break
amount of purchasing activity that can
out sales tax information at the point
be shifted to the CPC. Third, compaof sale. Some CPC issuers specify an
nies should consult their tax and legal
additional number of data fields to
counsel with regard to issues involved
track "Level II" transaction details,
in contractually shifting the responsiwhich include account and project codbility for tax collection to a supplier.
ing, total sales tax amount, ship -to zip
A second approach segregates specifcode, and the minority -owned status of
ic CPCS for either taxable or nontaxthe vendor, But it means additional daable purchases. In one manufacturing
ta must be keyed in at the POS on upcompany, for example, cardholders are
graded software and hardware. Thus, if
given information about the taxable
the CPC -using company is going to reand nontaxable nature of transactions
ly on Level II data collection, card use
and are instructed to ask vendors to
must be restricted to purchases from
provide a detailed breakout of the sales
suppliers who have upgraded card -protax (if any) on the packing slip or cash
cessing equipment. A CPC implemenregister receipt sent with the goods.
tation can be slowed significantly while
The CPC program administrator then
the company waits for suppliers to upmakes sure detailed receipts are colgrade their card - processing equipment.
lected that show the appropriate tax
In addition to the fact
was paid.16 For nonthat, at present, the use
taxable CPC purchasof Level II data limits
es, the administrator
access to vendors with
should ensure that a
upgraded equipment,
sales tax was not colI
X
some people argue that
lected by the vendor.
Level II information is
The chief advantage of
nothing more than unthis method is that it
necessary detail on
simplifies the purchassmalldollar transacing process for the
tions
and
that, in any
cardholder and supplicase, the data - capture
ers, which tends to
methodology is inherpromote card program
ently error prone. The
growth.17
error rate associated
A third approach,
with the communication
traditionally employed
..11
and data entry of a 16by large organizations
digit number is unacbut growing in popuceptably high in the
larity, requires the
best of circumstances to
card -using organizamany card -using organizations. It will
tion to obtain sales tax exemption (or
be even worse when the company deals
"direct pay ") permits from every state
with suppliers who transact Level II
where it consumes goods bought with
data on an infrequent basis.
the card. Where allowed, these permits
Ironically, the electronic Level II inenable the company to avoid paying
formation may be of little help in a use
sales tax at the POS. Instead, it pays
tax audit. States usually require hard
the use tax directly to the state revcopies
of all receipts —even if the purenue authority. The company instructs
chase
was
made on a CPC — because
card users to tell vendors the purchase
hard copies of invoices help the revisn't taxable and to provide the sales
enue agency determine whether the
tax exemption certificate number,
correct sales tax rate was applied to
which usually is embossed on the prothe various line items on the invoice.
curement card. The company can acLevel II data include only the total
crue and remit use tax directly to the
sales tax amount for the transaction
various states based on a specific idenand not the sales tax rate by line item.
tification or sample of CPC transacA total sales tax figure would be defitions. This method can be cumbersome
cient from a revenue agent's perspecif cardholders frequently buy goods
tive because on any given CPC purfrom vendors who do not have a copy of
chase a company may have (1) both
the company's sales tax exemption certaxable and nontaxable items, (2) some
tificate on file.

Someca npanies
obtain lesto

eXemptic

i permits

from ev ry state
wher they

consum goods.
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items that are taxed at different rates,
and/or (3) more than one sales tax that
has been applied to the purchase (including city and county sales taxes.)
A fifth approach, which doesn't appear to be very popular, is to "double bag" the sales and use tax. In the "double -bag" approach, the company always
accrues and remits use tax directly to
the appropriate state based on CPC
purchases, regardless of whether the
vendor has collected sales tax. This approach works for companies that believe full and timely remittance of use
taxes is more important than the possible double tax collection on (relatively) small dollars.
A sixth approach is to "no -bag" the
sales and use tax— instruct CPC users
to have sales tax collected by vendors
and assume it has been collected.
This approach obviously presents a
higher level of use tax audit exposure,
but some organizations are willing to
risk potential assessment by state
taxing authorities on small -dollar
purchases.
Minority purchase and form 1099 information. Purchases from minorityand women -owned businesses
(MWOBs) and purchases of greater
than $600 from unincorporated service
providers also present data collection
issues. The latter must be reported to
the IRS on Form 1099.
Because of additional data collection
and reporting requirements, companies
either don't use the CPC to transact
business with unincorporated service
providers or segregate specific CPCS
for these types of purchases. If a company takes neither of these approaches
and does not have advanced data capture capability, then it can fulfill its reporting requirements by matching CPC
purchase data with files on Form 1099
or sending IRS Form 1099s toallservice providers paid by CPC. The former
method is more popular. Some card issuers provide PC -based software that
allows CPC program administrators to
set up tables for Form 1099 data and
to capture appropriate reporting information. It is important that procedures
be in place to update these files in a
timely manner. Card - issuer software
also enables program administrators to
track purchasing activity with MWOB
suppliers, a reporting requirement in
some industries.
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ADJUSTINGTHEACCOUNT
STRUCTURE

Aacount structure changes. Most companies that implement a CPC program
will use one card for a variety of small dollar MRO purchases that formerly
were charged to a wide variety of accounts. For example, Pepsi-Cola places
all CPC charges into a "CPC Charges"
account set up for each department.
Other companies, like ITT Automotive,
use CPCs to collapse many general
ledger (GL) accounts into a few natural
CPC spending categories such as "Office Supplies," "Operating Supplies," or
"Shipping Supplies." Some companies
use CPCs as part of their effort to replace the large number of supply -type
accounts with a smaller "common set"
of general ledger accounts that can be
used throughout the organization.
Some employees may resist the
downsizing of the GL account structure
to accommodate CPCs because they believe that the structure adds value to
their planning and control efforts. One
way to handle this issue is for the company to use a CPC product that enables it to maintain its existing GL accounts through the collection of
account code information as a separate
item keyed in at the POS (a technique
discussed in the context of sales and
use tax collection). Alternatively, one
can ask those managers who favor the
existing account structure to show how
account balances have changed over
the years. If there have been no significant changes, the administrator can
use a simple algorithm to distribute
CPC purchases to the existing accounts. Or managers can obtain the
desired accounting information from
their personnel after the CPC purchase
has been made.
Modifications to the present system.
Two activities will change for most
users: receiving and invoice processing.
Most companies using CPCs require
suppliers to label all documentation resulting from card transactions as "purchasing card" transactions. To ensure
that CPC purchases are identified
quickly at the receiving dock, Delco
Electronics provides its suppliers with
brightly colored "Procurement Card
Purchase" address labels. ITT Automotive, on the other hand, has an internal
memo system that alerts the receiving
30
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dock to incoming CPC shipments.
A third company has all CPC purchases sent to Dock #6, when the receiving
department has only five docks. This
way, receiving personnel waste no time
trying to enter receipts into the system
but forward the goods to the internal
mail operation.
Companies also must ask suppliers
to stop sending invoices for CPC purchases or at least not to send the usual
types of invoiceB.11If this change is not
made, accounts payable employees will
waste time and effort trying to match
the invoices to receiving documents
and purchase orders and possibly create a duplicate payment.

LEADINGTHEWAY

N

.R. Stewart recently suggested that,
for accoun tants to maintain viability
and purpose in the organization, they
would have to "(focus) on improving operations and reducing costs" by: "... rethink (ing) every piece of paper and its
process for the functional areas of general ledger, payables, receivables, commissions, payroll, order processing, and
purchasing. "19
Like any other change program,
CPCs are going to be met with some
resistance. Companies that resist may
wan t to stall until internal and external technology can support full-scale
electronic commerce, including Intranet -based internal requisitioning
processes and Internet-based acquisition and payment for needed goods.
But CPCs are low -risk, low -cost tools
that dram atically alter and improve
the goods acquisition process today.
Managem ent accountants should take
the lead in improving the efficiency
and cost effectiveness of today's business processes and maintain a vigilant
watch for other technological opportunities that can be applied to the goods
acquisition or other businesses processes�in �th e�fu ture.�■
Richard J, Palmer, C P A, is the Hard y -G raham p ro fes so r for the d ep artment of ac co unting
in the Sc hoo l o f Bus iness at the Univers ity o f
T ennes s ee at Martin. He is a memb er o f the
Wes t Tenness ee Chap ter, thro ugh whic h this
artic le was s ub mitted , and may b e reached b y
pho ne at (901) 557 -7243 o r b y e-mail at
rpalmer� @utm.edu.
Leland D. Green, C PA, is direc tor o f acc ounting�— No rth� America,� IT T�Automotive,� and� is �located in its Wo rld Head q uarters in Aub urn
Hills , Mic h. He is a member of the Oakland
Co unty (Mich.) Chap ter.

Marie T. Ventura, C PA, is ac co unts receivab le manager at IT T Automo tive W orld Head quarters in Aub urn Hills , Mic h.

'See R.J. Palmer, "Reengineering Payables at ITT Automot iv e,' MANAGE ME NT AC CO UNT ING, July 1 99 4,

pp. 38-42.
zFor a complete description of the impact of the purchasing cards on business efficiency, see R. Palmer
and E. Dunn, "Corporate Purchasing Cards," Handbook of Cost Management 18. Brinker, ad., 1996), or
R. Palmer, T. Schmidt, and J. Jordan- Wagner, "Corporate Purchasing Cards: The Reengineered Future
for Non - Inventory and Payment," Journal of Cost
Management, Fall 1996.
3Card distribution policies are affected by certain control fundamentals. In most cases, each card should
have only one owner, eliminating the possibility of
finger - pointing among employees over charges (although one employee may be given more than one
card). In the case of "ghost accounts" (where the
supplier, but not the nonsupervisory employee,
knows the card number), more than one employee
can use the same card number and actually reduce
control risk for the buying organization,
<Furthermore, If an organization decides to restrict
card use to purchasing personnel, it will need to develop a system that will enable them to verify that
receipt of the goods ordered has taken place.
6See S. Brinker, "The Latest Corporate Efficiency
Tool," FirstBank's Purchasing Reenginearing, Winter
1994, p. 4.
6See S. Avery, "Intel Demonstrates the Power Behind
the Card," Purchasing, January 12, 1995, pp. 75 -80.

y (zit = Reengineering," Firstl3ank's Purchasing Reenginearing, Winter 1994, p. 1.

7See "x +

$See T. Fitch, "Companies Push Purchasing Cards for
Big - Ticket Use," Corporate Caehffow, March 1995,
pp. 13 -15.
rSee D. Gray, "Two Martinis and a Box of Staples,"
Credit Card Management,June 1995, pp. 50 -53.
10Sse C. Peinetti, "The Southwestern Bell Vision —One
Card Does It All," TMA Journal Guide to Corporate
Purchasing Cards (special issue), November 1995,
pp. 37 -41.
''Generally the "built -in" controls of CFCs allow management an opportunity to reconsider necessity for
supervisory intervention in MAO goods acquisition
transactions. Some companies further reduce nonvalue- adding time by reviewing card statements and
documentation randomly for adherence to corporate
policy.
12Purchasing logs also can be useful in tracking
charges for shorted shipments, returns, and
allowances.
13See T. Trautman, "Trends in Payment Processing:
Using Plastic at Cummins Engine," TMA Journal,
July /August 1995, pp. 16 -19.
14Reports indicate that a cooperative effort is under
way by MasterCard, VISA, American Express,
and Dun and Bradstreet to deliver more useful
categorization.
Issas S. Avery, "Intel Demonstrates the Power Behind
the Card," Purchasing,January 12, 1995, pp. 75-60.
16If there is a compliance problem, the administrator
should accrue for use taxes based on the number of
purchases where sales tax collection had not occurred or collection could not be determined.
17For example, the second method does not require
the cardholder to identify which supplier is preferred
for a given purchase, provide a sales tax exemption
certificate number, or transmit additional account
code data. Suppliers do not have to keep track of
sales tax exemption certificates or key in additional
accounting data at the POS.
'$Suppliers have to adapt to cards in several other
ways. See J. Jordan - Wagner, R. Palmer, and R. Putman, "The Supplier Perspective of Corporate Procurement Cards," TMA Journal Guide to Corporate
Purchasing Cards (special issue), November 1995,
pp. 26.29; and S. Avery, "Distributors Speak Out on
Procurement Cards," Purchasing,January 12, 1995,
pp. 95 -96.
'$See N.R. Stewart, "Tooling Up," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, October 1994, pp. 55 -58.

Paperless
Payabi S
Pays Off

When Lord
Corporation
automated its
accounts payables,
synergistic benefits
its
hit the bottom line.

BY JEANL. LOBAUGH
n a July 1993 article, "Paperless
Payables,° the author outlined a pay on- receipt system that was put into
operation at Lord Corporation in six
months, with no budget, and that did
not rely on complex or expensive EDI
networks. That article generated hundreds of phone calls —from small companies to Fortune 100 companies, from
manufacturing companies to utility
companies, and from all points in the
U.S. to places as distant as Mexico and
Australia.
Based on the continuing success of
the pay -on- receipt program and the interest generated, Lord now can share
some unforeseen upstream benefits
and changes to the entire procurement
cycle— benefits that hit the bottom line
with the pleasant sound of a stack of
freshly minted bills.
Paperless payables relies on accurate
data at the front end of the process —
perfect information on purchase orders.
The concept, matching purchase order
information with receiving documentation to create a voucher, is not rocket
science, but it is a radical approach for
some.
Early during implementation of Paperless payables, the Purchasing Department realized that nothing short of
throwing out the bath water and refilling with clean water was going to
work. Armed with more relevant and
reliable information, Lord Corporation's managers began additional
process improvements.

Lord Corp. worker prepares direct fixation rail fastener for shipment.

CLEAN -UP

F irst, the files had to be standardized
and cleaned in order to allow a pay -onreceipt system to function. Purchasing
had to:
• Grade the production suppliers on
performance,
• Reduce the supplier base based on
their graded performance,
• Renegotiate with every remaining
production supplier, and
• Renegotiate contracts that are free
of hassles such as setup charges,
minimum lot sizes, tooling, freight,
quantity breaks, and fluctuating
prices.
Not only did the clean-up campaign
allow pay -on- receipt to work, but it has
an important side benefit. Cost accoun-

tants who had struggled for decades to
calculate the true cost of material now
found the job done for them.

WOMB-TO-TOMBCONCEPT

T he mindset of traditional buyers
had to change. Before the implementation of the paperless payables system,
buyers habitually called their contact
at the usual supplier and placed an order upon demand from a planner. Once
or twice a day, buyers deposited a sheaf
of paper on a clerk's desk for entry into
the system. Subsequently, the buyer
had no further contact with the order
unless an invoice appeared with information that differed from the purchase
order in price, quantity, terms, wrong
vendor, taxability, or setup charges.
Many sourcing managers described
this as "a job usually left for rainy SatSEPTEMBER1996 MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING 31

TRANSACTIONALFREEDOM
FROM THE 80/20 RULE

L. -r.,Lord employees Shari Hepinger,
Robert Martin, Eva Cornish, Gary
Glotzbecker, and author Lobattgh.

For routine expense items such as
MRO (maintenance and repair orders),
the procurement card has been implemented successfully across the corporation. With more than 50 cardholders
actively charging their purchases via
the procurement card, transactional
costs are reduced to an astounding degree. The 19 steps previously required
to purchase and pay for a single item
RT
ese reports are sent to all LORD MPO pi
ction suppliers on a monthly basis.

L

The Quality Rating is based on parts receh
from XX/XX/96 to XX/XX/96 and compared
lots rejected during that period. The entire
is considered rejected if any part from the
is rejected.
k

L

LORD need date. On -time deliveri
hose that are up to 5 days early a
te.

T he accountant's rule of thumb that,
traditionally, only 20% of the purchasing dollars account for 80% of purchasing's time is rendered irrelevant. For
nonroutine expense items, the "automatic requisitioning" process has replaced the old paper process. Individual requisitioners complete their
requisition on the system and transmit
it to purchasing for completion. The
system is interactive, allowing the buyer and requisitioner to review the
transaction simultaneously. Thus, purchasing can be physically located anywhere, centrally or at a plant, and cycle time is reduced by up to a week.
32
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urday mornings." The equally onerous
job of fending off irate calls from unpaid suppliers fell to payables clerks,
purchasing clerks, and receptionists.
These tasks were major incentives to
go to the paperless pay -on- receipt
system.
Times have changed. Purchasing
now employs the "womb -to -tomb" approach. For production orders generated by Material Requirements Planning, buyers now plan and input their
own orders, often while they are on the
phone with the supplier. Each buyer
has been assigned a select group of
suppliers (aligned by commodity) with
which to work, and they have constant
contact with these suppliers. They are
aware that the purchase order they enter will be used to voucher payment.
They are aware that "will- advise" orders are not permitted. Finally, they
are aware that discrepancies fall back
to them and that up -front perfection
saves rework. This procedure embodies
the true meaning of empowerment —
teams of employees are supplied with
the tools, the ability, and authority to
make things happen.
Buyers are measured on the performance of their suppliers -- quality, ontime delivery, correct quantities, and
pricing. Significantly, all information
on which the suppliers are rated originates directly from the purchase orders
and receivers. What an incentive to enter a 100% correct purchase order: one
with the right price, quantity, and due
date! This system allows buyers control
over the process and makes them responsible for the outcome.

!

QUALITY RATING
Goal:
Quantity Rejected:
Quantity Received:
Quality Rating:

DELIVERY RATING
Delivery Goal:
Quantity On Time:
Quantity Early:
Quantity Late:
Quantity Received:
Delivery Rating:

9
E
8
9

I
3

PRICE RATING
Price Goal:
Price Rating:
TECHNICALSUPPORT PERFORMANCE
Technical Support is currently being
developed.
,ached is the Quality and Delivery detail.

are reduced to nine. (The details of the
procurement card implementation
were published in the July /August issue of Financial Executive.)
Freed of transactional paralysis, both
production and expense buyers gradually are able to seek further afield for
potential suppliers —an important
consideration in this era of fierce competition— especially in the arena of international contracts with "offset" requirements. Many international sales
contracts include terms that specify
that a certain amount of reciprocal
business be placed in the customer's
country of origin. While offset involves
a little bit of work to track, it also provides another opportunity to improve
product margins by finding sources
overseas that are less expensive and
meet offset requirements. This is only
possible, however, by removing buyers
from the restraints of computer transactions and placing them in the world
to search out and develop new sources.
Two years ago, the Mechanical Products Division of Lord Corporation listed a production supplier base of several hundred. This list now has been
reduced by 50 %. This result is not just
an across- the -board reduction but,
rather, a rationalizing process. Excellent suppliers are cultivated, unsatisfactory suppliers are cut, and new suppliers that satisfy price, quality, and
delivery requirements are sought. The
relationship is mutually beneficial:
Suppliers experience greater demand
and greater profits, and the purchaser
(Lord) enjoys more reliable sources and
greater influence with those suppliers.
Suppliers are given goals to meet a
99% quality rating and a 100% on -time
delivery to MRP want date, not
promise date (which includes a five day window for early shipments).
Those failing to come close to the goals
are candidates for replacement. Suppliers are informed monthly of their ratings. (See sidebar for a typical "Supplier Report Card. ") It can't be stressed
enough that the date on delivery on
the supplier report card is made possible by matching accurate receiving information with accurate purchase order information in the system! The
rating system can work only with accurate data, or the company loses creditability with its suppliers.
The negative concept of "GIGO"
(garbage in, garbage out) always has

been understood fairly well, but, until
now, Lord management never fully appreciated the positive side of the principle. Paperless payables breeds excellence in purchasing, and excellence in
purchasing breeds excellence in pay ables. In other words, the flow is circular, integrated, and correctly designed
to benefit from improvements throughout the entire procurement cycle.

PAPERLESSPAYABLES
SAVES$100K
In 1993, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® reported the success of invoice -

less vouchering in the Industrial Products Division of Lord. In January 1994,
Industrial Products and Aerospace
Products Divisions merged, although
they remained on unique business systems for one year. As of January 1995,
the systems were merged, and Aerospace was brought into the paperless
world. Although Lord management had
one successful implementation to lean
on, the aerospace business presented
some deeper challenges, including an
entrenched culture of long cycle tunes.
In order to surpass the competition,
the company has worked to keep its
front -end business systems and procedures apace with strides in engineering and manufacturing. All the functions rely on each other to accomplish
the goal of satisfying the customer. Because procuring material and supplies
is very close to the beginning of the total business cycle, the momentum established in responding to a customer's
order is carried forward throughout the
cycle.
The strength of the "procurement
team" is, and will continue to be, a major asset to the company in developing
methods to reduce costs and improve
sales and margins. While the paperless
payables concept saves the company
approximately $100K annually and
more than 4,000 person -hours of non valued work, the improvements to the
purchasing cycle are adding significant
hard savings from the consolidation of
the supplier base alone! Less identifiable are the "soft" savings of transactional time. All improvements were
made without the addition of personnel, without consultants, without fancy
software, but, instead, with cooperation
between purchasing and payables
departments!

Imaginewhatitwouldbeliketohaveallthefinancialinformationyouneedat
yourfingertipsexactlywhenyouneedit. Howmuch moreproductive
couldyoubeifallyouraccountingfunctionswereseamlesslyintegratedwith
Mlcrosofto' Office providing youwithunlimited views of your financial
dataand paperlessworkflow?Couldyoufunctionmoreefficientlyifyour
accountingpackagecouldbe easilyintegrated withthirdpartypackages?
WithVisionShiftAccounting,yougetthisrobustfunctionalityandmore.
VisionShift Accountingprovidesyouwitha whole newwaytowork.
It'ssoflexible,itcanbeusedinanyindustry.BuiltexclusivelywithMicrosoft

BackOffice,VisionShift Accounting combines advanced
client/server technologywithsuperior tools inorderto put information
immediately inthehandsofkeydecisionmakers.
tools for

Call today for more information.
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Resellers/DealerscallGaryVigneau,NationalSalesManager813/872-9990,
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WHATABOUTEDI?

process and, worse, is re- experienced
an interminable number of times —one
for each supplier. The typical implemen tation lasts several years and is
never fully complete. A company may
make the d ecision that it will force all
its suppliers, or at least all its production suppliers, to do EDI to get the
benefit of implementing. Otherwise,
there is the problem of running two
systems side -by -side. Then all suppliers must purchase the necessary hardware and software. They may even
need to hire a systems expert or consultant. What's more, even if the supplier is u sing EDI with other customers, it is likely that they are doing
it differently— different network, different ban k, different transactions, different uses for the sam e transactions, different meanings for data fields, and so

B ased upo n the estimates that 70%
of all computer output becomes input
to another computer and 25% of document cost is data entry, it would seem
to make very good business sense to
implem ent EDI with the supp liers. Not
only is the cost savings a factor, but
add the legendary accuracy of computers and the lightn ing speed of data
transmission —how can we not implement EDI im mediately?
While EDI captures the imagination
and is being forced downward from the
major OEMs in several industry sectors (automotive, m edical, and retail
especially), it has unfortunately become mired in issu es of standardization, compatibility, and general technical overkill.
The pay -on- receipt paperless system
was implemented at a division of Lord
in six months' time across the board,
resulting in all the savings and improvements mentioned above. Compare
this ach ievement to the typical implementation of EDI, which is a painful

Pro-formas
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Professionals`

on.
Certain ly EDI can be beneficial to
implement even with one or two suppliers th at account for a large percentage of inbound materials —and this is
a current goal of Lord Mechanical
Products Division. The point is that
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EDI usually does not represent an
across- the -board fix, or, if it does, it will
be long term because it cannot be done
quickly. Also, it cannot be done without
investments in additional equipm ent
and staff.
While the OEMs claim that it now
costs them $.89 to process an invoice
that cost some com panies as much as
$25 to $50 to process, the question
arises: Have we moved the expense
somewhere else? As suppliers staff up
their information system s departments
and push EDI ever downward to their
suppliers, and to their suppliers, perhaps the initial costs are showing up in
higher prices of the product.
Add to this the issue of nonstandardization. While most American companies are using ASCX12 format to
transm it data, the United Nations has
decreed that Edifact should be the official worldwide format. The U.S. Custom s Departm ent already is using it.
There are m any other formats floating
around as well. There are several "Value -Added Networks" (VANs) to choose
from and many "Value -Added Banks"
(VABs) that process EDI transmissions. And now there is the Internet as
well! There are decisions as to which
transactions to implement — invoicing,
ship notification, pay -on- receipt, and so
on. Interestingly, pay -on- receipt in the
EDI world still relies on matching of
the supplier's data and the customer's
data, and the transaction bogs down at
the first sign of a mismatch —even if
it's just the information in a header.

NEW-GENERATION
DATAINTERCHANGE

L ord Mechanical Division does deal
with more than 95 trading partners on
an EDI basis and has integrated the
placement of orders into the scheduling
process, but it has taken a unique approach on the procurement side of the
house.
In the world of business systems,
technology can be either an asset or a
liability. The trick to making it an asset appears to be how carefully a company chooses solutions that fit its environment. During 1996, Eva Cornish, a
purchasing agent at Lord, with the assistance of Shari Hepinger in MIS, developed a simple, clean, and inexpensive way to take advantage of EDI
potential while avoiding many of the

pitfalls mentioned above. Lord's System is called "New Generation Data
Interchange" or "NGDI." The homegrown system allows two -way exchange of information between Lord
and production suppliers. This communication is managed through PC to PC
modems rather than through EDI networks. It is easy to install on a supplier's current equipment and usually involves only one training session. Lord's
production suppliers have expressed
real excitement about this system. It:

FUNDWARE

It

1976-1996

The # 1 NFP /FUND Accounting Software
"CPA Software News"

SOUTHERNUNIONCONFERENCE
"With Fund Ware'° on Windows, we have increased flexibility as we can add Vendor and Customer
numbers "on the

fly."Witbout rewriting tlxir extremely powedid product, American Fundwmrr has

developed THE answer to our fund accounting needs in the Windows environment

It is important to note that the system is security - locked, giving suppliers
access only to data related to their
dealings with Lord, based upon their
specific vendor code. Each supplier
signing on with NGDI is asked to sign
a document that outlines the terms
and obligations associated with using
the system.
In a nutshell, the system allows suppliers to have up -to- the - minute, completely accurate information on all data that affect them. The elimination of
calls between the companies to seek
and verify information saves countless
hours of nonvalue -added effort. The
supplier is a valued extension of Lord
and can respond to the changing environment in a heartbeat. At present, 15
suppliers are fully operational with
NGDI. The goal, by year -end, is to have
all production suppliers operational on
NGDI or EDI or, in some cases, both.
No matter whether a company uses
EDI or not, whether it uses a pay -onreceipt system or not, whether it is
highly technical in its transactions or
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not, the company can and will benefit
from the coordination of purchasing
and payables into a highly efficient
procurement cycle —a cycle that is de
signed to obtain the most benefit from
each participant's input, that is energized and rewarded with excellent, dependable suppliers, and that contributes a high degree of this energy
and savings to the profitability of the
company and to the,continued life of
the company, ■

The author is grateful for all the assistance
on this article from: Gordon P. Barnes, manager of corporate accounting at Lord; Eva Cornish, purchasing agent at Lord; information received from the Automotive Industry Action
Group ('ruck Advisory Group); and from the
hundreds of people from companies across the
world who called about the July 1993 article in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING*and shared information from their own companies.
Jean L. Lobaugh is manager, general accounting, Mechanical Products Division, Lord Corporation, Erie, Pa. She is a member of Erie Chapter, through which she submitted this article.
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There's a lot more at stake. The puzzle is
more complex. The job is bigger than ever.
"CFM" says you're up to it!
The financial professional of today —and
tomorrow —will have to clear hurdles and
face challenges that were unknown only a
few years ago.
A downsized corporate environment.
A financial arena that is global, not just
national.
A re- defined and evolving financial
management function.
A corporate culture that has irrevocably
changed.
The path to career success has become steeper
and more demanding.
The new Certified in Financial Management
Program, developed by the globally - recognized
Institute of Management Accountants, will make
that career path safer, surer, and smoother.
The IMA has created the CFM program to

provide an objective measure of knowledge and
competence in the field of financial management.
The CFM designation provides professional
certification of proficiency and excellence that is
recognized by leading corporations and financial
management professionals.
It has been designed to meet the evolving needs
of business — today, tomorrow, and well into the
21st century. It is an important career asset.
To learn more about the CFM Program, the
Institute of Management Accountants and the
many benefits of I MA membership, call

1 (800) 638 -4427, ext. 141.
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B e gi nni ng a s a j oi nt v ent ure
of t wo hospital sy ste ms,
this all ianc e has be come

A u t o m a t e s

more efficient by
int e grat i ng al l

Claims

el e m e n t s o f t h e h e a l t h c a r e

system— medical, insurance,
employ ers, and members.
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BY BOR -YI TSAY, CPA; YINCHIOU CHU; AND YUAN XIE
Certe f ae of Merit
ealth care costs have been rising
faster than inflatio n, and the p roportion of the nation's gross domestic product (GDP) devoted to healthcare
expenditures has reached an into lerable
level. Reforms of both public and private
systems are necessary to stem th e rising
costs.
Standardizin g the claim forms would
help hospitals an d physician s cut their
administrative costs substantially. Online
communicatio n between insurers and
healthcare providers, a form of electronic
data interchange (EDI), also would decrease the cost of claims processing.
We h ave studied a h ealth alliance that
is trying to achieve the same objectives:
improved efficiency and effectiveness. We present the case
with some modifications of the actual functions in order to
outline a more effective system. South ern Alliance is the
name we will use for this not - for -profit organization that
prefers to remain anonymous. It was formed in the mid 1980s b y two hospital systems as a jo int venture in the
southeastern region o f the United States. Since then, it
has organized a network of hospitals, ph ysicians, insurance
firms, and employers. Southern Alliance acts as an agent
for all particip ants, matching their ind ivid ual need s fo r their
mutual benefit. Recently it has expand ed th is institutional
network into an electron ic network.

The alliance
was formed
to standardize
claims forms and
thus cut hospital/
MO administrative
costs.

AMATCHMAKER

S outhern Alliance contracts with hospitals and physicians

to provide discounted fees for patients who are members of
the alliance. It also negotiates healthcare specifications with
employers of the region. The alliance contacts various insurance firms, many of which are relatively small, to match
the needs of em ployers and the programs of these insurance
firms. In this arrangem ent, small organizations that are unable to bargain effectively are organized to act collectively
for a better deal. Southern Alliance acts as their organizer,
facilitator, and matchmaker.
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This alliance was formed by two major healthcare
providers in the region who wanted to pursue the "small employers" segment of the market. The healthcare providers offer significantly reduced fees as an open invitation for potential customers who are unhappy with their insurance
contracts. On the other hand, the alliance also helps small
insurance firms find customers that are acceptable risks. Once a number
of small employers are
pooled together, the risk
•
of unusually high healthcare claims decreases because of the broader
ctant,
lientthewo
base. Most
foundingr

patient base; therefore, the fact that the alliance has not
made substantial profits does not concern its founders.
Once it performed the role of a matchmaker, Southern Alliance originally did not assume any administrative responsibility for its members. Individual healthcare providers of the
alliance continued to submit their claim forms directly to

As the pressure to cut

costs i n tensified, healthcare

administrators began to

healthcare providers get a
steady patient base withow rates
accept
out
outrageously

explore using EDI

imposed by large insurance companies. Southern Alliance, however, does not
exclude large insuran ce companies from the alliance.
Southern Alliance charges insurance companies only a
nominal fee. Currently, it has contracts with more than 1,000
physicians and about 60 hospitals. The primary motive of the
alliance's founders is to benefit its members with an increased

n e t w o r k s •

various insurance companies. In turn, insurance
companies reimbursed
healthcare providers directly, bypassing the alliance. The alliance had
no other interaction with
its m embers at all.

AUTOMATING
CLAIMSPROCESSING
the pressure to cut

costs intensified, healthcare adm inistrators began
to explore using EDI networks to automate the processing of
insurance claims. Founders of Southern Alliance were pursuing the sam e opportunities and realized that because the alliance had a ready network of trading partners it would be
relatively easy to build an EDI network based on the existing
institutional network. Accordingly, Southern Alliance's

Are you considering a redesign of your business
processes to help maintain your competitive
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advantage? Or are you struggling to transform
concepts like "quality, speed, flexibility and
service" into realities? Then MicroSaint is the
business tool you need.
MicroSaint is a simple yet powerful tool to
allow you to analyze and re- engineer your
work process. Quickly and inexpensively. You
can evaluate alternative solutions and conduct
cost/benefit analyses before you invest a single
dollar in implementation. It helps you improve
your business processes by decreasing cycle
time, reducing costs and improving quality.
With MicroSaint, you build models graphically,
and don't have to write any computer programs.
And we provide technical support, training and
consulting services as well.
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Micro Analysis and Design is at the forefront of
process simulation technology, and MicroSaint
is the tool you ne e d fo r bus ine s s proc e s s re e ngine e r ing. C a l l us tod a y for more info rma tion.
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mission was expanded, and it became an administrator
and facilitator of an EDI -based claims processing network.
In 1992, management of Southern Alliance approved the
plan to set up a claims management system (CMS) electronic network for its members. With the support of a systems
vendor that specialized in the healthcare industry, the alliance installed the first stage of the system by May 1994.
System testing began immediately thereafter.

OBJECTIVESOFTHECLAIMS
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM

T he major objective of the CMS is to transfer, electronically, all claims from healthcare providers to insurers. More
specific objectives are to:

■ Provide an effective mean s of gathering o utpatien t claims
data fo r inclusion in a d atabase. The alliance provides
this d atabase, through the network, for research and
analy sis.
■ Stand ardize data form ats an d d ata managem en t.
■ Reduce or maintain the tu rnaround time of claims management, and elimin ate inefficiency in claims processing.
■ Improve the ab ility o f physicians and administrators to
access and share information through the network.
■ Improve communication between entities such as
laboratories and ph ysicians.
■ Provide a competitive edge in cost containment for
alliance memb ers.

s

Under the n ew sy stem, South ern Alliance req uests that
all providers transm it South ern Alliance related claims to
the alliance first. Then it transfers the claims in a num ber
of formats, in cluding ANSI (American Natio nal Standards
Institute), to insurers.
To help individual health care p roviders operate the new
system, the allian ce installs a practice m anagem ent system
(PMS) for physicians and hospitals. The PMS interfaces with
the CMS at th e network level.

LOGICALSTRUCTUREOFTHENEWSYSTEM

I n designing the new system, Southern Alliance assumed

1

that individual health care providers wou ld h ave their own
office co mputers designated as workstations in the alliance
network. A modem was used as a communication device,
and printers were connected to the workstations.
Figure 1 demo nstrates the logical structure of the network. The sy stem has two subsystem s: the CMS at the network level and th e PMS at the level of netwo rk members
(healthcare providers). Administrators of clinics and hospitals use the PMS to en ter th eir claim s d ata in a batch and
submit the batch file to th e alliance netwo rk system. There
the CMS receives the file, load s it into a database for future
analysis, and transfers the claim s d ata in an app rop riate
format to various insu rers.
Some providers did not accept the chosen PMS. Therefore,
the claims m anagement system of th e alliance network was
set up to accommodate other end -user systems in standardized formats.
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THECLAIMSMANAGEMENTPROCESS
igure 2 shows the logical components of the CMS. The
F
claims management system includes a bulletin board system
to provide the initial interface with the practice management
systems of member clinics and hospitals. The bulletin board
supports at least three concurrent sessions using multiple
modems. If incoming telephone lines are configured, a single
telephone number can provide access to all the modems. In
other words, member healthcare providers do not have to try
three different telephone numbers to access the CMS.
Claims reception.After receiving batch files of claims data
from member clinics and hospitals through the bulletin
board, the CMS performs various checks for integrity and
format conformance. If the file received is corrupted or unreadable, the CMS sends an error message to the initiating
party. Valid files are archived.

Claims submission and confirmation.At the end of the day,
the CMS decomposes all valid claims files into individual
transaction records and stores them in the claims tracking
database. The transaction records are reorganized into different data files by their corresponding insurers. The CMS is
designed to translate the record files into a format acceptable
to the receiving insurer. The CMS, however, can translate data into only a limited number of formats, When the system in
Figure 2 is completely implemented in the future, administrators of Southern Alliance expect to transfer a single
claims data file to each insurer. Each insurer can send the
confirmation data and future - related communication to
Southern Alliance through the same channel. This communication allows the alliance to update the status of its claims
records in the database. If the system implementation is successful, this new system will reduce the complexity of claims
processing for both healthcare providers and insurers. It will
be a great efficiency booster.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS!
THE IMA °SPONSORED HOME FINANCING PROGRAM
With your experience and our commitment, it's simple to get home financing
As a participant in The IMA- Sponsored Home Financing Program, provided by Norwest Mortgage, Inc.,
you'll receive individualized attention from our experienced counselors. Over 95% of borrowers surveyed
who obtain financing through the program say they would gladly use it again. And now our Buying Power
Commitment'"helps assure you that financing or refinancing a home will be a fast, efficient, cost - saving process
for you.
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Claims processing.This
phase includes data entry,
processing, editing, validation, and distribution of
claims transactions. It allows administrators of
clinics and hospitals to set
up their claims files on a
daily basis. The data can
be edited further and organized for review and for
submission to the alliance.

Database management
system.This subsystem of
CMS manages the claims
database and provides other functions of CMS with
the data necessary for further analysis. It is especially good for administrators
to use to track the status
of claims records.

S

H

Companies. He can be reached at (847) 501.2500.
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Report generation. This
function can interface with
Report generation. This
the PMS at clinics and hosphase enables administrapitals. It provides access to
tors to retrieve informathe alliance database. The
CoauthorsYuan Xie,YinchiouChu, and Bor -YiTsay
tion from the alliance's
administrators of member
claims database, such as the status of certain claims. With
providers can check the status of claims records and perform
proper authorization, administrators also can submit the
statistical analyses of their data.
data for analysis.
The claims database contains a lot of information for reThe PMS also includes accounting functions such as acsearchers, administrators, and governmental agencies. It incounts
receivable and general accounting. This system, howcludes data elements such as patient name, age, address, inever, cannot replace the original information systems of
surance company, physician, diagnosis, medical treatment
member clinics and hospitals. Therefore, it is important that
and other services, date, charges, and other information.
the PMS be compatible with individual members' existing
With a proper control and authorization system, it is expectinformation systems. Running PMS as an integral part of a
ed to help administrators and researchers develop useful inclinic's or hospital's system is more efficient than
formation. Some examples of possible information to be deit as an independent system. Running two incompatible sysrived from the database include:
tems for the same subject matter inevitably requires redundant data entries that may cause inconsistencies between
■ Trends in medical expenses for healthcare reforms;
the two sets of data.
■ The relationships among a particular illness and age,
sex, personal habits, socio - economic status, and other
factors; and
THEFUTURE
■ The relationships among illness, medical expenses, and
outhern Alliance is a product of the rapid change in the
other characteristics of value to the insurance industry.
healthcare industry as small players try to achieve economies
of scale by acting collectively. Claims processing is one of
PRACTICEMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
many functions it can work on cooperatively to produce a
competitive edge. The system of claims processing is not the
ealthcare providers generally operate this system in a
best available in a technological sense, but it is practical
microcomputer -based network. Various workstations can be
within the cost constraints.
set up in different locations for local claims processing. Each
If the new system is successful, we believe it should be
individual healthcare provider's system is connected to
expanded
to join other larger EDI networks available in the
Southern Alliance's network through modems. PMS is a
healthcare industry. In the long run, the industry's claims
menu -driven software system interfacing with the CMS of
processing systems probably will merge into huge claims
the alliance's network system. The process involves three
processing networks open to many smaller networks such
phases: initial sign -on, claims processing, report generation.
as Southern Alliance's.
The claims database created by the network contains a
Initial sign -on with access control. When administrators of
wealth of valuable information. This type of information alclinics and hospitals connect their local computer systems to
ready is available to larger insurance companies because
the alliance's network, a sign -on menu requests identification
they have good in -house information systems continuously
codes and passwords. The access control is designed to exreceiving large numbers of patient records. Databases such
clude unauthorized users. If three incorrect attempts are
as Southern Alliance's can provide smaller insurers with the
CMS
made to supply a valid password, the
automatically distype of analytical information that once was available only to
connects the communication line. Administrators of clinics
large insurance companies. ■
and hospitals can reinitiate the sign -on procedure. If they
fail the procedure five consecutive times using the same user
Bor -Yi Tsay, Ph.D., CPA, is associate professor of accounting at the UniverID, however, the alliance's CMS will lock out that user ID.
sity of Alabama at Birmingham. He is a member of the Birmingham Vulcan
Chapter, through which this article was submitted. He can be reached at (205)
The clinic or hospital administrator then would have to meet
9348820.
with an administrator of the alliance to reactivate the origiYinchiou Chu, M.A., is an accountant at Custom Photo Art, Inc. She can be
nal user ID.
reached at (205) 251 -0169. Yuan Xie, M.A., is a staff accountant at Transcap

Soon small
businesses
may not
have
a choice

A Guide to
Electronic
Commerce
BY J.LOWELLMOONEY AND
WILLIAM D. PITTMAN
neertain of the technology and
fearful of the cost, many small
businesses have resisted electronic commerce. As a result, these companies are finding it increasingly difficult
to compete in the global economy. The
principal customer of small business is
big business, and big businesses
increasingly are demanding that their
vendors automate operations.
A case in point is the use of electronic data interchange (EDI) by large companies. EDI systems enable trading
partners to conduct business such as
ordering, shipping, billing, and payment
transactions over computer networks,
which eliminates expensive, time -consuming paperwork. Texas Instruments,
for example, requires all of its vendors
to be EDI capable. Companies that do
not implement EDI probably will have
higher transaction processing costs
than their competitors, could be

charged premiums for non -EDI transactions, and may have a harder time
attracting new business.
Fortunately for those companies not
yet ready for the big time, there are
ways small businesses can engage in
electronic commerce short of setting up
complex and expensive EDI systems.

ELECTRONICFUNDS
TRANSFERS

O

ne type of system that has great
potential for small business is electronic funds transfers (EFT), An EFT system gives companies the ability to
process checks, credit cards, and debit
cards through stand -alone terminals or
through networked systems. The cost
of the required hardware and software
is minimal. The result is a more competitive business due to lower transaction costs, improved productivity,

about
remaining
o ftZine.
increased sales, instantaneous access
to vital information, and the convenience of automated deposits.
Then there are the Internet and the
World Wide Web. According to InterNIC
(Internet Network Information Center),
registration of domain names (Internet
addresses) already exceeds 500,000 and
is growing at the rate of 50,000 new registrations each month. The Internet is
an interconnection of thousands of individual computer networks scattered
around the world. For the most part, it
is a text -based file distribution system.
The World Wide Web is the graphical
portion of the Internet. As Internet
security improves and consumers don't
have to worry about transmitting their
sensitive data online, the Net should
become a significant medium for EFT
transactions.
Worldwide connectivity is not the
only lure the Internet is trolling.
Recently, several computer manufacturers have introduced very thin versions of their multimedia computers,
dubbed Internet machines. The devices
will sell for around $500. With the
Internet growing at an exponential
rate, small businesses cannot afford to
sit on the sidelines and watch their big
competitors capture this lucrative new
market, especially when entering it is
so inexpensive.
SEPTEMBER 1996
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In fact, software developers are working feverishly on innovative, easy -to-use
applications that will make it possible
to do business electronically over the
Internet or other networks. Computer
companies and financial services firms
are forming joint ventures to make it
easier for customers to shop and pay for
goods and services using their telephones, personal computers, or interactive television systems. Customers now
can move money among financial institutions around the world, shop online
for loans and investments, and download the equivalent of digital cash into
pocket devices that can be used in
stores and restaurants. (See "The
Three -Cent Nickel Is Back. ") For example, Intuit's Quicken software and Meca
Software's Managing Your Money
include features such as electronic bill
payment and online banking. Fidelity
and Charles Schwab provide software
that allow users to do basic market
research and to place trades electronically. An entire segment of the software
market is devoted to tools that can be
used to build and maintain a presence,
or storefront, on the Web.
There are a number of ways small
business owners can put EFT to work
for their companies.
Pay -by -phone systems. An EFT service
that has a lot of potential is a pay -byphone system. For some time, businesses have offered goods and services to
customers by telephone, collecting payment in advance through credit cards. A
new system is directed at businesses
that provide products and services in
advance of customer payment. For
example, a small private water utility
company bills its customers monthly for
water and sewer services, but frequently it has cash flow problems due to
delinquent payments. The company
could improve its cash flow by allowing
customers to pay their accounts by
phone using credit cards. Customers
who need extra time could extend the
credit period, and the company would
collect cash as early as the next day.
Customers would save the time and cost
of preparing and returning a check by
mail.
Of course, the utility company must
pay the credit card company a discount
fee. Historically, to promote usage, credit card companies prohibited merchants
from passing this discount fee on to
44
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It's often easier to
keep track of hard
currency when it's an
electronic stream.
their customers. Recently, however,
VISA and MasterCard agreed to allow
merchants to charge customers a "convenience fee" under certain circumstances to partially offset the discount
fee.
Extended payment plans. Businesses
offering costly goods or services often
can increase sales by extending credit
to their customers. For example, the
services provided to patients by orthodontists often extend over two or more
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years. Therefore, many doctors allow
their patients to pay in installments.
Periodically, the doctor's bookkeeper
must prepare and mail invoices to collect amounts due. With an EFT service,
patients could sign an agreement at the
beginning of their treatments authorizing the doctor to charge their credit
card each month for services provided.
This approach reduces the doctor's collection costs, automates bank deposits,
and provides a convenience to the
patient.
procurement cards. Some credit card
companies are offering a product called
a procurement card. The card works
just like a credit card except that the
cardholder gets a more detailed monthly statement, Rather than showing one
line item per purchase transaction
(such as Office Supply Warehouse...
$150), the statement shows all of the
individual items making up a single
purchase transaction (computer paper...
$75; stationery ...$50; and envelopes...
$25). This way managers can monitor
expenditures more closely.
Perhaps the most significant risk
associated with these systems is credit
card fraud. And while fraud can and
does take place in person, the greatest
risk Ges along the information highway
where unscrupulous people can take
advantage of business conducted "sight
unseen." As more businesses market
their products electronically, the potential for fraud will continue to grow. The
potential for loss is so great that many
financial institutions will not grant
mail order companies merchant
accounts until after they have been in
business for three years.
According to a national ticket distribution company, fraud - related charge back costs represent the greatest obstacle to electronic trading. The company
provides ticketing services for one of the
large online communication services
companies. When a customer books an
airline flight or cruise online using a
credit card, this company prints and
delivers the appropriate ticket via mail
or Federal Express. According to the
company's vice president, a common
fraud scenario runs as follows: A person
who has a stolen credit card number
signs up for a guest membership on the
online service. He or she then orders an
airline ticket using the stolen credit
card number. The ticket is delivered,

There was a time when pocket change might include two -cent
pieces, three -cent nickels, and even half -cent coins. Those pockets
were last sewnaround the time of the CivilWar. Today, cupsof penniesareonstorecountersforyouto addtoortotake becausethe coin
isworthso little. It comesas a surprise then to see cashtransactions
forevenlessthana penny making a comeback—ontheInternet.
A number of experimental, as well as
fully functional, digital banking sites
have appeared on the World Wide Web
that can handle transactions in units as
small as pocket change. The charge for
the services can be as low as a mill (onetenth of a cent).
There are several reasons for the
small denominations. One is that credit
card transactions often have a threshold
of $5. With the electronic capacity to
process tens of thousands of $2, or 50cent or even three -cent transactions,
these sites are taking a bite of that slice
of the worldwide market too small to concern others. Another reason is that people browsing on the Web are used to getting things for free. These wandering
consumers might need some painless
coaxing to get them into the store. Perhaps an article for a few cents, a small
game program for two cyberbucks, the
opening chapter of a book for a quarter —
cheap enough to hook them so they feel
compelled to go out and buy the hardcover to turn the next page.
Models for online a -cash transactions
provide a variety of advantages:
■ E -cash offers the same privacy as
paper currency and coin. Often you
simply are sending encrypted numbers, anonymously, to remote payees.
Public key cryptography is used to
protect your money and your identity.
■ E -cash can be software only, with no
need for sm art card s with strips or
chips that are load ed and em ptied.
There is no need for electronic wallets— pocket devices used to read and
send data from the smart cards.
■ There are system s with th e kind of
security that allows for withdrawals
from banks using passwords unknown even to the bank.
■ Many of the systems provide payer
anonymity but detailed reporting on
payees.
■ With some a -cash, the transaction can
be less th an a dollar with a transaction fee of one or two cents. (Two of
the systems charge one mill per

transaction —not exactly ATM level
tariffs.)
Below are five different models currently on the World Wide Web. Some are
in development; others are fully operational. DigiCash is being tested in a
worldwide trial. Since October 1994,
30,000 p eople have signed up and are
spending cyberbucks in more than 100
shops. You'll find the First Virtual banner at the bottom of many commercial
pages. You can sign up and have it as
your bank service today.
DIVICash (A create -your- own -bank model). From Amsterdam, the security on
this system is excellent, partly because it
was founded by cryptographer David
Chaum. A credit card transfer
returns to you, say, $25 in ele
tronic coins of various
denominations. The coins
actu ally are encrypted
numbers, and you store
them in your own safe deposit box (hard drive)
until you are ready to spend
them. This money is interns.
tional, can be spent anonyma
ly, and is refundable if lost or
stolen —the 64 -bit numbers (coins) are
unique. The cost of transactions is
less than a penny. Some call the
currency electronic travelers' checks.
http: / /www.digicash.com/
Nlllllesat (A create- your -own -mint model). This interesting system from Digital
Equipment Corporation bypasses banks
and n ation al mints. Online merchants
are encouraged to print their own electronic money (scrip or coupons), and brokers buy up group lots of the scrip. The
customer does not have to buy scrips
from all the different merchants; he or
sh e visits a broker and purchases the
type and amount of cash needed, Transaction costs are extremely low (one -tenth
of a cent), and scrip as small as a penny
can be purchased. http: / /www.research.
digital.com/SRC /Millicent/

Notilill (A library /cash card model).
Created by Carnegie- Mellon University
and VISA International, NetBill was
tested as a payment system to allow
access to information at Carnegie Mellon, MIT, and the Universities of Illinois and Michigan libraries. An account
is opened with a deposit. Users then
draw on their NetBill account to pay
for information purchases. Transactions
can be small, and the cost is one or two
cents per transaction.
httpJ /www.ini.cmu.edu/netbill/
First Virtual (A Pony Express model) uses
a private off -the- Internet network and
e -mail communication for transactions.
You provide your credit card number, FV
stores it off the Net, and you are given an
identification number for the account.
Orders are placed and verified by e-mail.
The credit manipulations are done
ofiline by services like Electronic Data
Systems Corporation and First USA
Merchant Services, Inc. The cost per
transaction is $.29 plus 2% of the price of
the item. httpJ /www.fv.com/
CyberCash (A tollkeeper model). CyberCash positions itself between the
Iternet services and banking
networks. There it acts as
gatekeeper and toll taker
(about $30 per transaction). First you open a
CyberCash account. When
you are ready to make a
purchase, you request a
unds transfer. CyberCash
_lirects the request to the
proper bank source for the funds and
transfers them to the merchant's
account. If the merchant doesn't have an
account, CyberCash creates one. Purchases as small as $1 are allowed.
http: / /Www.eybereash.conV
Visit the sites for more inform ation.
There are white papers, overviews, and
glossaries available. Another great starting point is Lynch and Lundquist's book
Digital Money: The New Era of Internet
Commerce from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
(Circle No. 35) The book covers the technology, the strategies, encryption, and
the legal and social aspects of a -cash. Or
you can go ahead and sign up to begin
using one of the services. But don't bother looking for a cup of pennies on the
counter. —Michael Castelluccio
In^AGF COPYRIGHT 0 1 Q9 PHOTOD ISC. INC
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user and verifies that it matches the
information on file with the institution
that issued the card. In addition, mail
order businesses are encouraged to ship
only to the verified address. The credit
card companies offer lower rates to
direct marketing companies that perform AVS on all transactions.
There also are a number of things
businesses can do to reduce credit
card fraud without additional technology. First USA Paymentech's report,
"Shielding Your Direct Marketing Business from Credit Card Fraud," claims
that most credit card fraud perpetrators
are fairly unsophisticated and can be
detected with the nine elementary precautions listed in Table 1.

and the person takes the flight. The
ticketing company collects the appropriate amount from the credit card company, deducts its fee, and remits the balance to the bank settlement plan set up
by the airlines. Meanwhile, the credit
card company bills its customer for the
airline ticket only to discover that the
customer had not placed the order. Sixty days later, the ticketing company
gets notice that its account has been
debited. With only a remote possibility
of collection, the company likely has a
bad debt.
Because the credit card companies
have virtually no liability for losses due
to credit card fraud, merchants and
banks search for their own solutions. In
April of this year, VISA and MasterCard
introduced an address verification service (AVS) to help counter fraud. With
AVS, the merchant enters the zip code
and street address of the credit card

POSITIVEPAYSYSTEMS

M

any small businesses allow customers to pay by check, which leaves

1. Train operators to key in on anything suspicious in a caller's tone of voice or
responses to questions.
2. Require callers to provide their complete billing address.
3. Develop and maintain a "negative" file of bad debtors, previous fraudulent
names, phony companies, and bogus credit card numbers.
4. Require additional information if the address is a P.O. Box number in a large city
or that of a new customer.
5. Examine closely any "rush" orders from new customers.
6. Examine carefully any order with an unusually high dollar amount or involving an
out -of -the - ordinary situation.

r.

For American Express and Optima customers, ask for the four -digit (CID), nonembossed number printed on the front right border of
the American Express card and on the
front left border of the Optima card.
8. For VISA customers, ask for the non embossed number that appears above
the first four digits. The caller should
respond with a four -digit reply that
matches the first four digits of the
credit card number.
9. Use an automatic number identification
(ANI) system to verify that the telephone
number on record matches the
one provided by the caller.
Source: First USA Paymentech
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companies vulnerable to losses resulting from check fraud. James L. Loomis,
vice president and co- founder of Bottomline Technologies, a software company that provides secured disbursement
systems, estimates that merchants and
banks may be losing in excess of $20 billion a year on bad checks. (This month,
the Federal Reserve will release the
results of an extensive survey of the
extent of the actual losses.) According to
Loomis, positive pay systems can
reduce a company's exposure to check
fraud significantly.
Positive pay systems (PPS) are particularly useful for companies that
write payroll, employee expense reimbursement, and customer rebate
checks. Here is how they work with payroll. The PPS software is run upon completion of the company's normal payroll
processing. The PPS system creates a
master file of payroll details including
each employee's name and check
amount, and then it transmits the information to the company's bank. Software
at the bank then refuses to honor, for
example, multiple checks made out to
the same individual or checks made out
to an individual whose name is not on
the master file.

DEBITCARDS

B anks

are pushing debit cards to
replace paper checks. Debit cards basically are automated teller machine
(ATM) cards that also can be used to
make point -of -sale (POS) payments.
Banks desperately need debit cards to
work so they can reduce their transaction processing costs. Bank profit margins have been squeezed in recent years
as financial services firms offer products and services once available only
through banks.
The potential market for point -of -sale
debit cards is enormous. According to
Bank Network News'sElectronic Funds
Data Book,there were 331 million credit cards and 210.5 million debit cards in
the hands of consumers in 1995. These
cards accounted for 6.3 billion credit
card transactions for VISA, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover
and 8.3 billion debit transactions for
banks.
The advantages of debit cards
include instant customer verification,
no chargebacks, and immediate and
automatic bank deposits. Debit cards

usually also are less expensive than credit cards. Credit
card companies charge merchants 2% -3% of the transaction amount, but banks
expect to charge only about
$0.25 per transaction regardless of the amount of the
transaction. Also, banks may
allow merchants to charge
fees to advance customers
cash against their debit
cards. What remains to be
seen is whether banks can
convince customers to give
up the 30 -day float that
often accompanies the use of
credit cards. Furthermore,
debit card users must remember to record their debit
transactions in their check
registers to avoid embarrassing nonsufficient funds (NSF)
situations.

PC-BASEDSOFTWARE

I nvento ry

Are you BOXED IN by your
Financial Planning & Reporting System?

Consider the FLEXIBLE alternative

CONTROL ®
Seamless Integration with Excel or Lotus 1 -2 -3
Oracle, Sybase, MS SQL Server database
Read -Write access to Oracle Financials,
Data Warehouses or legacy data

Multi- Dimensional and Dynamic
Huge and Complex Applications
Multi -User with Full Read/Write Security

Planning, Budgeting, Forecasting, Consolidations
Extensive Reporting Flexibility
Allocations, Multi Currency, Bill of Materials
Inter- Company Elimination's......

trackin g
an d
accounts receivable management are two critical functions
for small businesses. Yet many
managers n eglect th ese fu ncOptimized for market leading RDBMS's
tions because capturin g and
and large multi- dimensional models
reportin g th e inform ation
aren't easy. Accounting softfor more information call
ware vend ors fin ally are
beginning to incorporate into
KCI Computing, Inc.
their PC -based ap plication s
1- 800 -824 -3920
POS featu res th at can captu re
Circle No. 22
nonaccounting information for
the sm all business owner.
Some systems also include features that
fran chiser of Ripley's Believe It or Not
provide information about the buying
Museu ms. With the help of a couple of
habits and histories of customers. Other
software developers, Cam pbell created
software is available th at makes it p oshis own system. During operating
sible, for example, to process credit
hours, a relatively inexpensive point -ofcards on a PC and to download informasale sy stem processes admissions and
tion from a POS system to a PC -based
sou venir sales. The software generates
accountin g ap plication such as In tu it's
vario us invoice files, inventory files,
Quick Books.
and managem ent reports. At the end of
It even is p ossib le to create an in teth e d ay , th e m useum m anager runs a
grated computer -based information sysdBase pro gram that consolidates data
tem using PC -based off -the -shelf softimported from the POS system with
ware. So ftware written for Micro so ft's
data entered m anually by the m anager
Windows operatin g system (esp ecially
(su ch as bank deposit am ount, arcade
the new so ftware su ites) already can
sales, tu rnstile counts, and weather
work seamlessly together to allow even
information).
novices to create customized automated
Durin g th e night, a dial -up callback
information systems.
procedure using PC Anywhere softConsider the case o f Ro n Cam pb ell,
ware allo ws a com puter at Entertainfounder of En tertainm ent Co ncepts, a
men t Co ncepts' home office to upload

.
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the dBase files from the museums. A scheduler feature then
executes a Quattro Pro macro
th at updates daily, weekly,
and year -to -date spreadsheets
and generates managem ent
reports. After performing
some housekeeping (archiving), the spreadsheet macro
then launches the MS Access
database program. A macro
within MS Access updates
several databases and produces sales and inventory
analysis reports. Once the
database processing is complete, control is returned to
the spreadsheet program,
which starts the procedure all
over again for the next m useum. The entire process takes
only about 15 minutes per
museum . PC -based software
is becoming more and more
powerful thanks to hardware
advances.

ISTHEREACHOICE?

T he

future seems clear.
Small businesses must embrace technology to compete
successfully in what is now a
global economy. Technology
can increase sales, lower transaction costs, improve productivity, provide more efficient
cash and receivables management, and access vital information on inventory levels and
customer buying habits.
Furthermore, the potential for doing
business on the Internet presents one of
the most important opportunities ever
for small businesses. It is estimated
that sales of goods and services over the
Internet will reach $600 billion by the
turn of the century. With easy -to -use
software for creating Web sites, there's
really no reason why small businesses
shouldn't participate fully in this business�bonanza.�■
J. Lowell Mooney, Ph.D., teaches accounting at
Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. He is
a member of IMA's Savannah Chapter, through
which this article was submitted. Dr_ Mooney can
be reached at(912)681.0347.
William D. Pittman is president and founder of
Go Software, Inc., a Savannah, Ga., development
company that provides PC -based transaction pro.
cessing systems. Mr. Pittman can be reached at
(912) 925.4048.
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AUTOMATING CASH APPLICATIONS YIELDS DIVIDENDS
Often overlooked by efforts
to improve collections are
the productivity gains that
can be achieved through
streamlined remittance handling. While getting paid
faster has its obvious benefits, companies will not
achieve maximum efficiency
in their collection process if
they do not post payment information quickly. In addition, remittance processing
is a time - consuming, labor intensive activity. Proponents of electronic data interchange (EDI) recognize
this, but implementation has
been slow. Automated software solutions can address
these issues.
IN- SINK - ERATOR (ISE),
based in Racine, Wis., is a
division of Emerson Electric
that manufactures garbage
disposals and point -of -use
hot water systems. When its
retail channel began growing significantly in the early
1990s, the company experienced significant increases
in the number of customer
payment deductions. Remittance details from the major
home improvement retailers
often included 500 to 1,000
line items and typically took
several days to post manually. Manual processing became an ever increasing burden, consuming most of one
staffer's time.
With 4,500 open accounts
divided among only three
48
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With electronic data interchange (EDI), gone are the
days of old- fashioned cash transactions and handling.

processing people, something
had to be done to increase
the credit department's productivity. Unable to add
staff, Paul Clausen, ISE's
credit manager, began
searching for a cost- effective
automation solution that
would not require extensive
integration support from

MIS.
He was introduced to
CashApply at a deduction
management users group
meeting. This PC -based software product was created by

SEP TEMBER 1996

Accounts Receivable Processing Company (ARP)
based in Omaha, Neb.
(4021392 - 1768). CashApply
has enabled ISE to post cash
within a day of receipt by
the bank instead of the four
or five days it took previously. In addition, staff now can
process remittances in only
30 to 45 minutes most days,
which allows much more
time for collection efforts.
Under the manual system,
limited deposit information
was available to Clausen's

staff through a PC dial -up
link with the bank. But the
data did not contribute to
the cash application process.
Each day the bank's lockbox
department would forward
check photocopies along with
original remittance documents by overnight courier
to ISE. ISE entered each
check into its home -grown
receivables software residing
on an IBM mainframe. The
software provided drop -down
lists of open invoices by customer the operator flagged if
part of the remittance. Deductions had to be keyed as
separate transactions to balance the rem ittance.
With CashApply, Clausen
turned most of the data entry responsibility over to the
bank, which scans the MICR
line on each check and keys
in the invoice numbers,
gross invoice amount, and
any cash discount amounts
off the remittance advice.
The bank stores the data in

bank format (BAD until ISE
is ready to import them into
CashApply.
At this point, CashApply
automatically imports and
re -maps the bank - prepared
deposit data. Then, using
predefined algorithms, the
software matches the remittance detail against ISE's
open item file, previously
downloaded from the mainframe to a local area network (LAN) server that is
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networked to the credit department's PCs. If the reference numbers and dollar
amounts agree, the software
accepts the match. Absent a
match, the payment is set
up as a deduction. The operator then reviews the deductions manually, making any
adjustments. Most deductions are approved routinely
and ultimately transmitted
to ISE's deduction management software. When the deposit information is complete, it is passed to the receivable system that same
evening.
Clausen says, "With
CashApply our initial hit
rate was better than 80% for
the transactions coming
through the lockbox. Within
two months we were exceeding 90 %. This is saving us
significant amounts of time.
Whatever shows up on the
exception report, usually only one or two items now, is
all we have to look at."
Maybe even more significant are the EDI capabilities
CashApply has brought ISE.
IN- SINK- ERATOR's largest
customer transmits remittance details in EDI 820 format, which CashApply
processes seamlessly. The
customer transmits the EDI
820 file about four days before the check arrives so ISE
can have the remittance
ready for merging with the
deposit.
"The mapping of this EDI
820 file into CashApply was
relatively easy," says
Clausen. He is looking forward to adding more EDI
partners, including those
that will send an EDI 820
file plus an electronic funds
transfer, because CashApply
is both Fedwire and ACH capable. An added benefit from
more EDI transactions is
lower lockbox charges, al50

though Clausen claims the
additional bank costs incurred for data keying are
"not even an issue."
Educating the bank so remittances are keyed properly has been a significant, but
not a major, concern. As the
bank learns the idiosyncracies of ISE's customers' remittance habits, however,
CashApply's hit rate continues to increase. This means
fewer exceptions to review.
Accordingly, Clausen's goal
of reducing the time his staff
member spends on cash applications from 80% to less
than 10% is within reach.
This partnership also has
eliminated the logjam
caused by ISE's terms of
sale, which causes most of
its cash to arrive in the middle of the month. In the
past, it would take more
than a week to post the receipts from ISE's three or
four heaviest days. Now each
of these deposits is
processed in half a day or
less. Because they post payments sooner using CashApply, Clausen's staff can begin
making their follow -up collection calls sooner, further
accelerating cash flow.
That's the real beauty of
automation done right. It increases the capacity to do
more work by streamlining
repetitive and clerical tasks.
Then when that restored capacity is focused on critical
duties, you increase productivity even more. By automating remittance processing, IN- SINK - ERATOR
clearly is enjoying the dividends of a shorter cash
cycle. —David Schmidt
David Schmidt is a commercial
credit consultant and Principal of
A2 Resources, Yardley, Pa. He can
be reached at 215- 321 -0569 or
75564.3253@compuserve.com.
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CONQUERING
NEWTERRITORIES IN
TRANSPORTATION
TECHNOLOGY
transportation indushome office and drivers and
Itry,n the
computerization has bedispatchers.
come the watchword for the
1990s. If you're not already
online, you're off the road —
or soon will be. Companies
must be able to respond
quickly and effectively to
their customers' demands,
no matter what. With such a
premium placed on customer
satisfaction, a damaged or
missed delivery—or even the
inability to provide accurate
shipping information —can
prove disastrous.
Viking Freight, Inc., the
leading carrier providing
comprehensive regional, inter- regional, multi - regional,
and national transportation
services, has long been a
leader and innovator in the
successful integration of information and transportation. Based in San Jose,
Calif., Viking was one of the
first transportation companies to provide its customers
with electronic data interchange (EDI) and other
freight management services. With the 1993 introduction of EZtrac, Viking
was the first LTL carrier to
provide drivers with the
ability to scan freight information directly into a personal computer. In 1994,
Viking debuted its Viking
Image Processing Systems
(VIPS) for scanning bill of
lading and proof of delivery
(POD) documents into its
mainframe computer. Now
the company is introducing
a wireless, terrestrial mobile
communications system connecting customers and the

What makes Viking
unique in this area is its approach to such systems development. While most carriers build or buy systems in
response to customer demands, Viking develops systems to meet current and
anticipated customer requirements (both internal
and external). Rather than
designing systems around
existing, often antiquated
processes —or changing the
process simply to fit the system— Viking designs systems in tandem with
processes to provide a specific business solution.
In 1993, Viking initiated
an extensive program to engineer a comprehensive
framework that integrates
all its divisions nationwide
and propels the company
and its customers forward
into the transportation technology of tomorrow. The
PRISM project, as it has
been named, addresses all
key operational areas and
uses technology as the conduit for change. But Viking
wasn't interested in change
for change's sake nor technology for technology's sake.
Viking's PRISM task force
wanted to find out: "What
is the best possible way to
conduct every aspect of our
business so that we can
provide the optimal level of
service to our customers today and tomorrow ?" They
started by talking with their
customers.
"The whole purpose and

structure of the project is to
provide maximum responsiveness to customer needs
and wants," Doreen Wakefield, director of advanced
systems for Viking Freight,
explains. "We learned and
continue to learn a lot from
our customer focus groups,
which provide a strong starting point and ongoing feedback."
The PRISM task force includes a Viking representative, who acts as the business leader for that functional area, such as sales/
marketing, operations, customer service, and administrative services. The task
force also includes a "process
owner" and a "subprocess
owner" from each functional
area. Process owners come
from the vice president and
senior vice president ranks
of the company, ensuring top
management participation,
and subprocess owners are
functional managers and
users. At its first meetings,
this group shared with each
other the processes that already were in place. Next
they put those processes
aside and together developed
"blue sky" processes, incorporating customer input —
uninfluenced by existing systems or systems personnel.
Only after the task force had
hammered out and agreed
upon the basic solutions to
be implemented did Viking's
systems development people
get involved.
"By its nature, PRISM is a
customer -driven project, so
we needed to take direction
from those in the company
most in touch with customers as well as from the
customers themselves,"
Wakefield says. "We worked
with the business groups to
further define the common
best business practices to be

used to provide a seamless
transportation solution to
our customers. Then the systems group identified the enabling technologies to fit
those processes."
Some of the business practices and technologies already have been implemented, such as the administrative, payroll, and accounting
systems with complete project implementation slated
for 1997 —less than five
years from the initial planning stage. Other components of the PRISM solution
are being implemented incrementally, such as the
state -of- technology Mobile
Data Terminals (MDT) and
wireless networks.
The mobile devices consist
of a 486 pen- based, hand-

truck docking device, the "intelligent cradle," enables the
receipt and management of
messages sent by the dispatcher while the driver is
out of the truck. Additionally, the mobile devices are
equipped with bar code scanners capable of scanning any
kind of bar code, including
two- dimensional codes, on
any shipping documents.
With these units, dispatch can alert drivers to
critical customer information, such as pickup specifications or delivery changes
as well as to optimal routing changes in the event of
bad weather, traffic, or other problems. Drivers, in
turn, can transmit bar coded shipping document information, such as proof of de-

independent. If we want to
switch networks or devices,
we can — without changing
our messaging process,"
Wakefield says.
Additional systems to be
unveiled include an enhanced automated routing
system, comprehensive ad
hoc reporting capabilities
that provide internal and external customers with a "river of information," a comprehensive customer management and response system
for the sales force; a customer service "workbench"
providing seamless tracking
and tracing across all carriers in the group with a single phone call to one person;
and Access, a PC -based online interface available to all
Viking customers.
Any transportation
company can plug in
a computer and install a cellular communication device in
its trucks. It takes a
tremendous amount
of planning, analysis,
communication, innovation, and hard
work to develop an
integrated system to
meet the current and
future needs of the
internal and external
customers of four
companies that have
joined forces to provide a seamless,
With Viking Freight's new mobile communications system, truckers and
coast -to -coast transdispatchers can have instant access to all customer shipping information
portation solution.
and schedules.
As Wakefield explains, "It all depends
held computer running on
livery and purchase order
on how you put the pieces
RAM Mobile Data Network,
verification, directly to the
together. You must build
providing coast -to -coast covhost computer — giving cusyour systems around effierage. These units provide
tomers access to up- to -thecient processes that reflect
drivers with complete pickminute information.
the way you want to do busiup, delivery, and optimized
"What's more, this system
ness, pick the right technolorouting information daily as
gives us infinite expansion
gy, and then provide the
well as instant two -way
capabilities in terms of moflexibility to change as your
messaging capabilities with
bile communications because needs change." ■
dispatch. The computer's
it's hardware and software
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BchForum
Michael Costelluccio, Editor

Internet /intranet?
Not too long ago, the Internet was a
train out there just barely visible as a
point on the distant horizon. Refitted
with Netscape's afterburners in 1994,
it has since blown through the station,
almost lifting its own rails from the
ties. The rate of acceleration? By midyear 1996, the Netscape Navigator
browser had reached an installed base
of 40 million users, passing Microsoft's
Word, Excel, and Office "to become the
world's most popular application —
ever." The Netscape Web site was averaging 80 million hits a day in June of
this year -10 billion since it first was
set up.
Get ready. There is another express
on its way. Running on parallel tracks,
the intranet is growing at five times
the rate of the Internet. With a 5X acceleration rate, this one may take the
station house with it.
WinterGreen Research, Inc., of Lexington, Mass., notes that "intranet networks are being implement '
virtually every Fortune 1,01
corporation." It estimates
growth of about 96 %, 82 %,
70%, 56 %, and 48% in the
years 1996 to 2000. Intranet services markets
are projected to grow from
$770 million this year to
$8 billion by 2000.
Martin Korsin, director o
TACT, a New York consulting group,
has a fairly simple explanation for the
growth. "Cost advantages are so huge
it (the move to intranets) is unstoppable." According to the Gartner
Group, cost per station in client/server
for rollout of applications and maintenance can be $3,000 to $5,000 a year.
Client/server upgrades require hardware that is expensive, and, in large
52
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corporations, managing distribution of
software also is costly. Intranets are
just a lot cheaper.
What is an intranet? Aren't the Internet and intranet the same? No. There
are two reasons for the confusion. The
words sound alike and are spelled almost the same way. In fact, sometimes
it is comical to hear speakers slow at
each enunciation of the two terms so
as not to confuse the audience. But if
you think of the Internet as the universe and an intranet as a little solar
system somewhere out in the universe,
you have the reason for the big "I" and
the small "i."
The second reason for the confusion
is that when they are hooked up to the
Internet, intranets can take on all the
characteristics of the Internet —the
part becomes the whole. Hence the
problematic definition: An intranet is a
"private corporate network that take[s]
' - .cage of the same basic
roperties as the Internet."
(WinterGreen)
The reasons for the
juggernaut's high compression are easier to
understand. Linking
groups of networks allows
desktops and workstans to create computing
r like that derived from
massive parallel processing. Also, the
convenience of linking separated departmental networks —cheaply —is
hard to resist. In order of preference,
the three primary (and overlapping)
advantages of intranets are: to facilitate communication, to distribute information, and to allow project coordination— locally and worldwide.
In a more specific list, Computer-

world notes users' preferences to do
the following on intranets: publish
manuals and procedures; use group ware to develop products and services;
do group document review; publish catalogs and parts lists; publish human
resources and job information; write
and receive e-mail. All of this with
cheap entry and cheaper training
costs. In some cases, consultants are
discounting training costs entirely, depending on existing skill sets.
Martin Korsin talks about another
advantage of intranets: "disintermediation," which involves the removal of
many people in the middle, especially
in the distribution of information. If
the intranet is structured as the Internet is, information will be indexed with
hypertext links. The seeker may be
able to bypass an information manager
and conduct the search by himself or
herself. Many office workers already
have had the training with hypertext
searches at home, cruising the Internet
and World Wide Web.
Also, redundant data storage may be
eliminated on intranets. There are several reasons, not the least of which is
the cross- platform nature of Internet/
intranets. You may not need data
stored in UNIX, Apple, and Windows
versions; intranets operate across
these platforms and more. Netscape's
software, for instance, serves 16
platforms.
Okay, but what about security?
What about the future and future
costs? A number of analysts have
pointed out that established security
devices and management techniques
can be implemented on intranets —firewalls, fire fences, passwords, encryption. As to whether intranets will become as expensive as other networks
in the future, that probably depends on
whether the open standards that created the Internet/ intranets survive. The
standards will continue to change, but
as long as no single company or group
owns the standards, consumers will
continue to pay less.
And who is climbing aboard the intranet bullet train? The list of major
corporations seems endless. A recent
ticket purchaser (August 14), the
Chrysler Corporation licensed 6,000
copies of intranet software along with
a worldwide license to set up its corporate intranet. And major software developers are taking their seats in the

N

Some sources of information:
WinterGreen Research, Inc.
6 Raymond Street
Lexington, MA 02173
Tel: (6171863 -1235
Have produced a report: Intranet Mx er
Forecasts 1995 -2000

Gartner Group
56 Top Gallant Road
Stamford, CT06904
Tel: (203) 964 -0096
Publishes the GartnerLetter Corporate
Intranet Solutions and the special report
"Developing a Powerful Corporate Intranet:
Issues, Challenges, and Solutions"

TACT Consulting
200 Park Avenue South, Suite 901
New York, NY 10003
Tel: (212)979iTACT18228)
Consulting group that also provides
education and software for Internet,'
intranet systems

FINANCIALSOFTWARE
PRODUCTSMARKET
Armstrong Laing, Inc. —HyperABC is
designed for integration with existing
management inform ation systems to
provide full activity -based information.
HyperABC consists of HyperPORT—
an electro nic data capture facility that
allows d ata to be brought in from any
other system; HyperABC, the engine—
a true multidimensional system with
automatic validation and reconciliation
before calculation; and HyperLINK
that d ynamically reports the ABM results, using Lotus, Excel, Access, or
any EIS to ol. This latest release provides the capability to create periods,
allowing for easy development of budgets, forecasts, and so on, with the
ability to compare many periods within
a single model. HyperABC is PC LAN based and runs under Windows, Windows 95, and NT. Circle No. 60
Best Programs, Inc,FAS for Windows

combines the acclaimed depreciation
A few places to start for hardware
and /or software:
Netscape Communications Corporation
http://www.horTie.netscape.coiTi
Sun Microsystems Computer Company
http: / /www.sun,com
Cisco Systems
http: /iwww.cisco.com
Ascom Timeplex
http: / /www.ascom.com

front cars. For instance, Hyperion Software, of Stamford, Conn., recently announced (August 7) its new Spider Man Web -based intranet product. The
application integrates and delivers information across Hyperion's accounting, consolidation, reporting, and planning products.
Given the speed s at which the two
trains are travelin g, it prob ably will be
even mo re difficult to tell the two
apart in the fu ture. Perhap s n o o ne
will bother. After all, the whole idea is
to let the local (intranet) switch over
onto the express tracks, Once they're
a mile or two out of town, the whistles
on both will sound iden tical. ■

expertise of FAS with the power of
Windows for a new standard in fixed
asset management. FAS allows the
user to view all seven books on one
screen and to choose from more than
20 IRS- and GAAP - compliant depreciation methods. Group Manager can be
used to maintain, and even change, entire grou ps of assets in an instant.
More th an 20 standard reports are
possible. Asset images can be stored after being scanned in— photos of the asset, copies of the warranty, purchase
orders, leasing agreements, or any other doc uments. Circle No. 61

Big Software, Inc. —Big BusineSSTM, the
Eddy Award winner for best new accounting application, is a complete
business management system for
growing companies. It integrates sales,
marketing, inventory, and finance in
an integrated program . Big Business
manages all company accounting, creates formatted Web pages for online
catalogs, generates sales quotes, mom tors inventory, tracks customers, and
includes a reports and forms customizer. Available in single -user and client/
server versions. Circle No. 62

software. CODA's unified database and

business -event design free accountants
from the restraints found in traditional
accounting systems. CODA users enjoy
streamlined financial processes, real time information, and unparalleled reporting flexibility. CODA- Financials
offers comprehensive multinational
capabilities, an integral Executive Information System (EIS), and robust
integration technology for the most
sophisticated environments. CODA Financials includes general ledger, accounts receivable and payable, project
accounting, budgeting, fixed asset, and
purchasing functions in the unified financial database. More than 1,200
companies in 43 countries trust their
financial implementations and accounting software to CODA.
Circle No. 63

Cogent Information Systems, Inc.
IDEAS for Windows (IFW) is a powerful accounting solution that offers flexible functionality for financial manage-

ment. A scalable solution, IFW fits the
needs and budgets of a wide range of
companies, running on platforms from
stand -alone laptops and PC networks
to distributed client/server environments. IFW incorporates leading -edge
technology (native Windows interactivity, e-mail, workflow management, and
so on) with powerful functionality. It is
in 49 states and 62 countries with Fortune 100 leaders as well as emerging
growth companies. Circle No. 64

Compuhelp, Inc.— Travel Expense Reporter 2.25 automates the processing
of business travel expenses for corpora-
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CODA, Inc.— Award - winning CODA Financials sets the "Best of Class"
stan dard for client/server financial

Big Software
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Decision Support Technology
Design Data

tions and government institutions with
staffs involved in domestic or international travel. Reports can be prepared
locally or at remote sites. TER provides
reconciliation of vendor bills with actual expenses reported, tracking of tickets by carrier and vendor, employee advances and reconciliation, e-mail integration with electronic expense report
routing for approval and auditing, and
automatic data and software update
distribution for remote employees/networks. Multicurrency expense reports.
Circle No. 65
Compu- Share—Compu -Share Business

Management Systems is a provider of
interactive accounting software designed to help make critical business
decisions. The series of "date - driven"
software is comprised of GL/Rdb
financial management, receivables,
payables, fixed assets, human resources/payroll, and inventory /distribution applications. All modules update
the GIJRdb, share information, and
support enhanced security. Users have
the ability to design their own forms
and tailor certain aspects of the software without resorting to programming. Circle No. 66

COMSNARE Incorporoted—Commander
FDC is a schedule -based application
that handles collection, consolidation,
and reporting of financial data for public, statutory, and management reporting on networked personal computers.
It's a comprehensive solution for the
problems associated with international
currency translations, intercompany
eliminations, account reclassifications,
and changing reporting needs. Commander FDC collects financial data
from general ledgers, spreadsheets,
and other sources; manages the data
in a shared, secured database; and produces financial reports. Circle No. 67
54
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Concepts Dynamic, Inc. —The CDI Control Series is a comprehensive suite of
second- generation client/server applications with the functionality, power,
and scalability to meet the most demanding financial and project accounting requirements. Written in INFORMIX- New -Era, the CDI Control
Series combines mainframe -class functionality and performance with easy to -use Windows -based user tools to deliver powerful information access and
analysis capabilities. The CDI Control
Series includes modules for general
ledger, accounts receivable/credit management, accounts payable, fixed assets, and purchasing, as well as a complete set of applications for managing
project revenues, costs, and billing.
Circle No. 68

CYMA Systems, lac.— Professional Accounting Series Plus (PAS +) manages
financial activities, monitors a business' financial position, and produces
clear, concise management reports.
PAS+ is CYMA's flagship product within its multiple families of DOS -based
accounting applications. CYMA IV Accounting for Windows is a Windows 95
and NT-based system. The first modules, System Manager, General Ledger,
Crystal ReportsTm and F9TM Financial
report writer, began shipping in August. Future modules will be released
later. Circle No. 69

Decision Support Technology— Bassets
Fixed Asset System for Windows is design ed to provide the asset m anager
with m an agement and analysis capabilities. Bassets features data transfer,
complete o r partial disposal or intercompany transfer of an asset, data entry temp late, and a bar code scanner
interface. Depreciation methods include: straight line, sum -of -the -years
digits, declining balance, ACRS, modi-

fled ACRS (MACRS), adjusted current
earnings (ACE), alternative minim um
tax (AMT), and 20 user - defined methods. Six asset and 14 depreciation reports with extensive sort and select
capabilities cover the range of detail
required to completely analyze depreciation allowances and manage corporate assets. Circle No. 70

Design Data Systems—DDS Work Order Management is a new module that
bridges the order entry cycle and the
project accounting/financial system, allowing service - oriented companies to
sell both labor and materials together
as a work order with all of the supporting systems being fully integrated
and updated. It provides the following
benefits for the distributor or systems
integrator: increased revenue recognition; increased control over billing cycle and project costs; time savings for
like projects; increased employee utilization; and smart inventory replenishment. Circle No. 71

TheDodgeGroup- OpenSeries ®, the
company's flagship product, is a family
of sophisticated client/server financial
accounting software. The centerpiece is
the Financial Data Warehouse. More
than a general ledger, the Financial
Data Warehouse goes beyond capturing transactions, storing monthly balances, and r u nn i n g standard reports; it

is a strategic decision - making tool, providing access to both operational and
financial data within the same application. It is able to handle mainframe
level transaction volumes and has
global functionality. Circle No. 72

Dun & Bradstreet Softwar"martStream delivers distributed client/server solutions for financial management,
procurement, human resources, and
manufacturing. It is a suite of global fi-
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Dun & Bradstreet
J.D. Edwards

nancial accounting applications th at
capitalizes on embedded workflow and
enterprise design, with proven rapid
results. SmartStream is u sed by organizations arou nd th e world d elivering
adaptability, in ter-operability, and
enterprise accessibility to provide a
360- degree view of the enterprise.
Circle No, 73
Flagship—Unique to the Flagship System is its fourth generation lan guage
RGL) database and too l kit. The Flagship Tool Kit enables any of the standard accounting modules to be modified by a Flagship Develo pment Center
to meet a client's exact req uirem ents,
without chan ging any Flagship source
code. Upgrades are easy even th ough
you have customized software. As the
software's pu blisher, Flagship is free to
increase the p roduct's feature set continuing to enhance the core accounting
product. Ind ividual system tailoring is
possible, therefore safeguarding the
software against obsolescence. Customization remains outside the core
system code p ermitting up grades along
with retaining specific modifications.
Circle No. 74

Ewe VisiooShift—VisionShift Account.
ing is a comprehensive, enterprise wide accounting solution for medium
to large organizations and complex
global operations looking for total integration of accounting functions.
V sionShift general ledger adapts to
any business structure, then continues
to evolve as your business grows. All
members of the VisionShifi` Accounting
Suite are flexible and tightly integrated with Microsoft Office, leveraging
Microsoft standards and functionality
to create paperless workflow management. Built exclusively with Microsoft
tools, and designed to optimize Microsoft BackOffice capabilities, the suite

offers exten sive reporting and analysis
options with unlimited views of financial data . Circle No. 75
IET —IET gives organizations the ability to manage critical business information with its line of client/server, object- oriented financial applications and
Gryphon, its rapid application development tool. IET's technology empowers
organizations with the ability to tailor
their applications to meet the ever
changing needs of today's competitive
environment. Circle No. 76
J.Q. Edwards —J.D. Edwards offers a
comprehensive suite of integrated finan cial solu tions that manage enterprise-wide accounting requirements includ ing multiple currencies and languages, interoffice communications,
rep ort writing, payroll, and hum an resources management. The complete
suite includes general accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
fixed assets, financial modeling and
budgeting, address book/electronic
mail, time accounting, payroll, human
resources, and report writer. All solutions emphasize flexibility, international fun ction ality, and seam less system
integration. The system s currently are
in 94 countries and meet the needs of
variou s ind ustries. Circle No, 77
KCI Computing, Inc. —KCI's Control is a
powerful, end-user driven, client/server
fin ancial m anagement and reporting
system. It enables single or multiple
users to effortlessly report, consolidate,
and analyze data. The feature rich
multid imensional and dynamic system
can be u sed to handle budgets, consolidations, planning models, foreign currency translations, allocations, elim inations, and bills of material. It im poses
no limitations on size or complexity. Its
open architecture makes it easy to cus-

tomize. It tightly integrates Excel or
Lotus on the front end and offers a
choice of Oracle, Sybase, MS SQL
Server, or DB2 as its database. Con-

trol's R.DBMS architecture allows direct integration with Oracle Financial
applications and data warehouses.
Circle No. 78

Lingo Computer Design Inc.— FISCAL—
"Groupware for Decision Support" is
the state of the art in online decision
support systems. With plug-and -play
modules for most G/Ls, FISCAL allows
financial units to rapidly implem ent
enterprise-wide decision support. Some
of the industry uses include financial
services, mutual funds, pension funds,
telecommunications, oil and gas,
healthcare, and manufacturing. If a
data warehousing initiative is ongoing,
FISCAL's top-down architecture places
business analysts in control of the financial subject areas of the data warehouse, ensuring that the warehouse actually meets the needs of end users in
the organization. Circle No. 79
Marsh Software Systems—Marsh Software Systems, Inc. produces the comprehensive Axiom Project Manager for
the IBM AS /400. APM provides companies with extensive project tracking
and financial and job costing functions.
APM keeps track of construction, job
costing, marketing, MIS, research and
development, manufacturing, publishing, and many other types of projects.
Each department within a company
can have its own project environment,
complete with its own field names, tables, task structure, report formats,
budgets, resources, and so on. APM can
also interface with financial software.
It looks for project- related data in the
financial software and brings it into
the system without rekeying. Interfaces to most major vendors exist, and
SEP TEMBER 1996
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interfaces to in -house systems can be
written according to client specifications. Circle No. 80

Micro Associates lnt. —MICA IV for
Windows is a high -end, fully integrated accounting package for small to
medium -sized businesses, offering a
unique combination of power and simplicity with a range of features wide
enough for nearly all businesses. MICA
has proven adaptable to vertical applications—at a fraction of the price of
vertical application software. Modules
include: general ledger, accounts
payable, accounts receivable, payroll,
inventory control, job costing, sales order processing, purchase order, bank
reconciliation, and report writer.
Circle No. 81

Micro Information Products—MIP Non Profit Series""' for Windows and MIP
Fund Accountine for DOS are fund
accounting systems designed for the
unique requirements of nonprofit organizations and governmental agencies.
Both systems are modular, with each
module priced separately. You can buy
just what you need and add modules
as your needs grow. Reports are flexible, easy -to -use, and FASB and GASB
compliant, including SFAS117. Micro
Information Products""", Inc. (MIP) offers phone support, software maintenance, and a 90 -day satisfaction guarantee. Free demo diskettes are available for both products. Circle No. 82
MkroShategy —DSS Agent is a powerful Relational OLAP interface that enables users quickly and easily to make
business and financial decisions. DSS
Agent provides drill everywhere capabilities, compound metrics, and multiple report types, enabling business organizations to create decision - support
applications of unmatched sophistica56
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Micro Associates

tion and flexibility. DSS Agent's scalable, property - driven interface allows
organizations to deploy customized
OLAP applications throughout the
enterprise to all classes of users.
Circle No. 83

Mitchell�Humphrey�&�Co.—Mitchell
Humphrey & Co. has been developing comprehensive accounting and
financial managem ent solutions for
Hewlett - Packard platforms since 1977.
FMS II is the latest client/server -based
family of flexible systems for private
and p ublic enterprises. With FMS II
organizations maintain optimum control over th eir financial and accounting
operations. Mitchell Humphrey & Co.
also offers FMS -DSS, a decision -support su ite that com bines affordability
with robust functionality. FMS -DSS
users can access and analyze data for
improved decision making. The open
system architecture assures true
portability across HP 3000(MPE/iX),
UNIX, and Windows NT.
Circle No. 84

M•USA�Business�Systems, Int.— Pacioli
2000 for Windows is a full- featured 16module accounting software package.
Its modules include: general ledger, inventory control, billing, point -of -sale,
assembly control, job costing, accounts
receivable and payable, purchasing,
auditing, budgeting, sales history control, project control, cash management,
and accou nts proratio. The system is
fully networkable right out of the box.
Pacioli 2000 is compatible with Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. On CDROM or diskette, the program is supplemented by an electronic manual, developed using Adobe's Acrobat, for
quick access and reference to all aspects of the program. All earlier DOS
versions can convert to the new Windows ve rsion. Circle No. 85

Novision Software US, Inc. — Navision
Financials is a client/server business
and accounting management solution
designed for companies that need a
mid -range or high -end solution. It has
a full range of accounting modules,
which can be easily customized, plus it
offers industry standard reporting and
analysis tools and ODBC compliance.
For the multinational company, Navision Financials is available in countryspecific versions and offers international functionality. It is a fully integrated, 32 -bit solution designed to run
on Windows NT, Windows 95, OS/2,
and UNIX. Navision Financials carries
the Microsoft Office Compatible and
Designed for Microsoft Windows 95
logos. Circle No. 86

Orange Systems Inc. —ALCIE is an integrated client/server accounting system that operates in a true cross -platform environment and features both
GUI and character -based interfaces.
ALCIE was the first accounting package completely written in Oracle, and
it now operates in more than 1,000 installed sites worldwide. The newest
version, ALCIE V, utilizes Oracle's latest Developer 2000 CASE technology
in order to facilitate customization and
to ensure future upgrading. Standard
features include user-defined fields
and codes, multilevel security, international accounting capabilities, extensive use of pop -up menus and help
screens, and easy access to data for integration into desktop management reporting. ALCIE offers applications for
payroll, purchasing, quoting and esti.
mating, job shop control, capacity planning, inventory management, and distribution. Circle No. 87

Pervasive Software Inc.—Pervasive is
the leading provider of database engines specifically built to be bundled""'
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Platinum
MicroStrategy

in high- volume, client/server applications. Pervasive enables commercial
developers throughout the world to deliver Client/Server in a Box"" applications to mass markets. Pervasive has
received many industry awards including several BYTE Magazine Reader's
Choice Awards, as well as the Real Ware Award for "Client/Server Computing in Support of Mission - Critical
Operations" at DB/Expo'95.
Circle No. 88
Platinum Software Corporation—
Platinum® SQL isa highly adaptable
client/server financial application
available for Microsoft Windows, NT,
Microsoft SQL Server, and Sybase
Server. By supporting industry standards, Platinum SQL provides an affordable and proven solution to companies. Platinum SQL isdesigned to deliver the benefits of high -end client/
server financial solutions to midsized
companies and divisions of larger corporations. It is a scalable financial application that will grow with a company's requirements. By leveraging its
technology foundation, Platinum SQL
offers a full suite of financial and distribution applications that are fast and
flexible. It has an interface that is
Windows standard in its look and feel.
Circle No. 89

PoworCorv—INTERGYS is an object oriented, Windows -based suite of eight
financial, accounting, and business
management chent/server applications
for the enterprise. Based on Power Builder from Powersoft Corp., and easily customized to your specific business
requirements, each INTERGY module
meets the robust financial accounting
needs of medium to large organizations in the industrial, commercial,
service, and manufacturing markets.
The INTERGY modules, which are ful-

M-USA
ly interoperable and workflow enabled,
are general ledger, accounts payable
and receivable, order processing, fixed
assets, inventory, purchasing, and project accounting. Circle No. 90
Quality Software Products—QSP's Universal OLASS isa fully integrated
suite of client/server financial applications that can be implemented together or as stand -alone best -of -breed modules. QSP delivers true open system
flexibility by supporting a wide variety
of hardware platforms and relational
database management systems. The
modules, including general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
credit management, purchase order,
and fixed assets, combine high - volume
transaction processing with multiple
company, multiple currency, and multiple language support. The ability to
support native implementation of
DB2 on IBM mainframes and UNIX
servers makes Universal OLAS a
most portable and scalable financial
application. Circle No. 91
RossSystems—The Renaissance CS Financials is a full complement of applications to support your organization's
accounting and financial management
needs. The product monitors, projects,
and controls financial results across
the entire enterprise. Renaissance CS
includes general ledger, encumbrance/
fund accounting, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, fixed assets, purchase order, inventory control, currency management, budgeting, request for
quotation (bid tracking), allocations,
and EDI. The system controls credit
and cash flows and tightly integrates
customer and vendor account information with sales and purchase order
processing. Circle No. 92
SAP—The SAP R/3 Financial Account-

ing System offers a range of high performance solutions for mission critical
corporate financial operations. Enhanced components within specialties
such as financial accounting, treasury,
and controlling can be used individually, in combination, or in coA*ction
with SAP's other powerful business applications to manage the demanding financial requirements of today's corporations. The SAP R/3 system lets users
create distributed general ledgers and
implement decentralized accounting
functions in subsidiary offices while
maintaining a centralized, enterprise wide master general ledger. The Financial Accounting System is available in
13 languages including Japanese (Kan ji) double -byte characters. The System
also supports the use of multiple currencies simultaneously. Circle No. 93
Sapling Corporation—NetProphetS
combines the best of all worlds: activity -based costing, capacity planning,
constraint checking, scenario playing,
process analysis, and a graphical
view —all in one easy -to -use, integrated
package for Windows, Macintosh, and
UNIX. NetProphet is networkable
and includes a fully integrated report
writer. With a companion software
product called Sapling DataManager'm, NetProphet users have the power
of cross - platform access with links to
all major databases and transaction
systems. With the other members of
this integrated tool set, ResultsManager'", users can easily access, analyze,
and present the information contained
in any number of NetProphet models.
Circle No. 94
SCT GovernmentSystems—The BANNER Solution sets a new standard for
information systems in government. It
delivers strategic data that elected officials, finance officers, and department
SEPTEMBER 1996
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Semaphore, Inc.
Sapling

managers req uire. Th e BANNER has
simplified rep orting and executive
query tools. BANNER's fund accounting complies with GAAP as outlined by
the GASB. In addition, BANNER supports GAAFR guidelines published by
the GFOA. The system includes automatic FLSA calculations, embedded
workflow with electronic approvals,
and online Personnel Action Forms.
Circle No. 95
Semaphore, Inc. —Sema4 7.2 uses a
GUI Windows -based interface and interoperates with other Windo ws applications, spreadsheets, datab ases, and
word processors. Accounting and Time
Billing mod ules are standard ; optional
are: Payroll, Remote Entry, 254/255,
and a new Pu rchase Order mod ule.
The program features real -time processing, concurrent cash- and accrual based accounting, multiple accounting
periods open simultaneously, and online context - sensitive help at every
field. Streamlined rep orts and in voice
formats provide easy read ability, and
each can be customized. New items
are: expense categories and expense
rate tables, password ing o n multiple
levels, and a memory button for recurring journal entries. Circle No. 96
Softworo 2000, Inc.— Infinium: Financial Management m odels an accounting departmen t an d in clud es exten sive
function ality to assist fin ancial analysts for improved information access
and analysis. Robust multicompany
and multin atio nal fu nctions are supported for all aspects o f general ledger
including inter /intra company, multi currency, specialized reporting, allocations, and budgeting. Fully integrated
accounts receivable/payable, fixed assets, and project management functions are available. Extensive secu rity
is enforced across applications. Interac58
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tive inquiry is available across applications for summary or detailed drill down analysis. The series consists of
general led ger, currency m anagement,
accounts receivable, project management, payable ledger, global ledger,
global taxation, fixed assets.
Circle No. 97

SOTU International, Inc:,The comprehensive "Accountable Solutions/CS"
product line includes: SOTAS Accounting Suite — general ledger, accounts
payable, purchase order, inventory
management, accounts receivable,
and fixed assets, as well as SOTAS
Human Resources Suite — payroll, human resources, applicant recruiting
tracking, and benefit billing. SOTAS is
a Hewlett - Packard distributor authorized reseller that offers "Total Business Solutions" providing one stop
shopping for information service needs.
SOTAS offerings include: migration
planning and assistance, professional
services, consulting, HP hardware,
Oracle, Reflection, and Novell software. Operating environments: HP
9000, HP 3000, RS/6000, DEC Alpha,
NCR, DG, AViiON, SUN Solaris,
SCO -UNIX. Circle No. 98
SourcaMato— Visual AccountMate 2.1
was designed from the ground up
using Visual FoxPro 3.0 for all the

features you need in a Windows
95/NT -based accounting program. It
fully optimizes the power of Microsoft
BackOffice. Features include transaction rollback, drill -down, and express
icons to encourage greater efficiency.
The program also has multicurrency
capability, customizable report designer, photo image files, financial graphs,
a table browser, expanded security,
and more. Modifiable source code is
available.
Circle No. 99

SouthWare�Innovations,�In<.�—The
SouthWare Excellence Series""' is a
multiuser suite of accounting software.
Windows, UNIX, and networks are
supported with a graphical user interface, character -based interface, and the
"Excellence User Interface." Special
products address the needs of companies for: wholesale distribution, point of -sale, job cost, contact management,
and service management. In addition
to traditional applications like accounts payable and general ledger,
SouthWare also provides an executive
information system, ExecuMate IF74,
and an innovative new product, Excel Report"", designed to help improve
business performance while tracking
key indicators with the "Success
Report Card." Circle No. 100

SPFC—SQL Accounting for Windows is
a general purpose accounting package.
Available modules include general
ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, order entry/billing, inventory
control, and purchasing. Fixed assets,
payroll, and manufacturing will be
available soon. The program is written
in Gupta Corporation's SQL Windows
and supports SQL Base, SQL Server,
Sybase, and Oracle back ends. It is for
companies that are seeking a Windows
accounting solution and want the advantages of dealing with a relational
database. The source code is available
to those wishing to customize the
package for their unique needs.
Circle No. 101

Spreadware-- Easily set up, Spread ware's Pro Forma generates and analyzes pro forma financial statements. A
user can forecast and evaluate a company's financial condition, estimate financing requirements, track cash -flow
sources and uses, perform what -if
analyses on alternative courses of ac-
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tion, and provide a standard for evaluation of actual performances. Pro Forma is completely automated, so the
computer does the work for you. After
the user sets the parameters, up to
10 years of pro forma financial statements (complete with detailed analyses) are quickly generated. Change
variables to review what -it using
powerful what -if menu commands.
Circle No. 102

SRC SoNwar"RC's Advisor Series is
a unique combination of spreadsheet
environment with a database back
end. The system has been designed
specifically for those organizations
with complex budgeting requirements
that cannot easily be met with off -theshelf or internally developed options.
The flexibility built into the product
ensures that all users literally get a
package as if it were written from
scratch, just for them. It is, however,
an industry- standard system with over
650 clients internationally. SRC's
newest advisor member, the Information Advisor, is a client/server compatible OLAP reporting tool for the company whose primary focus is solving
clients' budgeting and financial reporting problems. Circle No. 103
State of the Art—MAS 908 for Windows software (also known as 90/W)
builds upon the award - winning feature
set and functionality of MAS 90 systems, adding an intuitive graphical
user interface with a Windows 95 look
and feel. 90/W works the way you expect it to, delivering superior performance and comprehensive, flexible reporting capabilities. This is a scalable,
multiplatform product that integrates
easily with your other Windows applications, and it is customizable to meet
your needs. MAS 90 and MAS 90 for
Windows systems are recommended by

SourceMate

more CPAs than any other accounting
software. Circle No. 104
System Software Associates(SSA)—
BPCS Client/Server is a comprehensive set of integrated applications that
address the core system needs of industrial sector enterprises on a global
scale. BPCS Client/Server is based on
SSA's proven object technology foundation that ensures identical operation
from an end - user's perspective across
any supported server whether HP
9000, RISC System/6000, DEC Alpha,
AS/400, or Windows NT. The interface
is graphically compliant with Microsoft
Windows 3.1, and Windows 95. This includes hypertext, field sensitive help
text, bookmarks, annotations, and
other Windows help text functions.
ASSET, SSA's object - oriented software
development tool set, allows the production of platform independent
client/server applications.
Circle No. 105
Tetra International, lac.—TETRA CS/3
is a fully integrated suite of financial,
distribution, assembly, manufacturing,
and management reporting software
available in multiple languages and
currencies. This 30+ module software
also reports on data supplied by third.
party applications. OLE technology
gives two -way user access to corporate
data, with better reporting. Its three tier architecture separates business
logic from user interface and from the
database, giving users more choice.
Tetra International operates only in
the Open System market, providing
applications on the major variants of
UNIX, Novell, and Windows NT platforms while supporting the leading
database managers such as Oracle,
Informix, Online and C -ISAM,
Btrieve, and Microsoft SQL Server.
Circle No. 106

Tetra

3C Software—Impact:3C is a cost management system developed from the
ground up in consultation with practicing cost managers. It has unlimited
power to perform unlimited calculations using unlimited variables, along
with power and speed to recalculate
costs for on- the -spot decisions, custom
price quotes, and what -ifs. Impact:3C
uses Windows with a desktop PC
technology. Circle No. 107
TM1—TM1 is used for enterprise -wide
budgeting, financial and management
reporting, forecasting, sales and marketing analysis, product profitability,
and many other decision - support applications that require delivery and interaction with data in a spreadsheet or
graphical environment. TMI's real time, client/server, OLAP environment
provides instant calculation on demand which spawns creative insight
during these business processes. When
assumptions are changed, or scenarios
analyzed, the results are available in
real time. There is no waiting for an
answer. TM1 is accessible through popular software tools and products, and
can be deployed widely because the
technology is affordable and scalable.
Circle No. 108
US 6roap—ULTIPROTM by US Group is
a fully interactive HR/Payroll system.
This intersourcing solution offers inhouse flexibility and control with out source -like service and support, plus
reliable third -party electronic interfaces (tax filing, banking, G/L, 401K
administrators, financial systems, time
clocks, POS systems, and so on). US
Group also offers ULTIWRITERTM, a
powerful ad hoc report generator;
ULTIPRO COBRATm, the ultimate
COBRA administration solution;
ULTIPRO Rapid Pay Data EntryTM
(RPDE), the fastest way to enter your
SEPTEMBER 1996
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Walker Interactive

payroll data; ULTIPROTM Tax Forms,
and local implementation/training, and
local/national support. Circle No. 109
Walker Interactive—The Business
Framework Series is a new suite of online analytical p rocessing (OLAP)
based client/server financial consolidation and bud geting and plan ning app lications. The Business Framework Series includes financial consolidation,
budgeting, forecasting, profitability,
and cost analy sis ap plications that u tilize a common financial repository to
combine and m anage data from various sources. The Consolidation application provides the ab ility to m anipu late,
consolidate, analyze, and report financial information quickly. The Budgeting and Plann in g au to mates th e en tire
budgeting and forecasting process using familiar desktop tools with en terprise -wide access to financial data.
Circle No. 110

EDIPRODUCTSMARKET
Electronic Commerce Systems (ECS) has
introduced "The Retail Catalog," a paperless link between suppliers on the
Internet and their consumers. Currently, many companies use e-mail for orders, creating paperwork, additional
steps, and possibly incorrect entries.
ECS transmits orders fro m consumers,
in EDI format, to suppliers. Two levels
of security are provided. The first is
the secu rity bu ilt into th e Netscape
browser called the Secure Socket Layer
(SSL). The second layer th at can be selected is the PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) encryption method. Online demos
at httpJ /wwwretailcat.com/catalog, or
Circle No. 111

Bac -Tech Systems, In c. has released its
PC- compatible VisionEDI software.
Written in ProgressTm V7, VisionEDI
features a simp le grap hical user in ter60
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Bac -Tech Systems, Inc.

face and is specially designed for the
nontechnical user. Cross reference tables map d ata to the user's database,
seamlessly converting ANSI X.12
codes. The user can get a quick view of
each tran smission's status, get a hard
copy, recreate and resend the information , or delete the archived transm ission. With VisionEDI for PC, users receive the software and three transaction sets tailored to the end -users
needs: purchase orders, invoices, and
functional acknowledgements.
Circle No. 112
Prelude Systems Inc. has added direct
deposit capability to its Check Works
check writing software. Check Works is
a PC -based system that uses MICR
(Magnetic Ink Character Recognition)
to create checks from blank stock. Multiple accounts, banks, companies, and
logos are supported. An optional module has been added to execute Electronic Funds Transfer /Automated
Clearing House (EFT /ACH). The direct
deposit op tion increases the application's solution for handling payables.
Circle No. 113
ICVERIFY, INC., the leading provider of
cred it authorization/draft capture,
check guarantee, and debittATM card
auth orization/draft capture, has added
two enhan cements to its software for
open - platform, point of sale/business
systems. The new version is now compliant with VISA's Custom Payment
Service (CPS). VISA's new Custom
Paym ent Services requires additional
customer information to be sent to the
credit card processor increasing the security of the transaction. The second
enhancem ent is the new Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) specification.
In a SET transaction, only the bank
and the customer have access to both
order an d bank card inform ation. SET
encrypts and sends an electronic enve-

Eudora

lope over the Internet to the m erchant.
The SET certified merchant can only
read the encrypted order information.
The SET specification was developed
by VISA and MasterCard and is supported by American Express, Microsoft,
and othe rs. Circle No. 114

INTRANEVINTERNET
Eudora Pro is e-m ail software that was
specifically designed for the Internet.
It operates on all TCP/IP networks, including the Internet/intranets. It notifies you when incoming messages are
received and separates hot mail from
the junk with customizable filters. You
can attach graphics, spreadsheets, and
multimedia to your documents. There
is a spell checker, address books, and
mailbox folders that you set up. You
can work on your mail offiine to save
connect time charges, and you can access your e-mail account via modem
from anywhere in the world. Both
Macintosh and Windows versions are
available. Circle No. 115

IRE (Information Resource Engineering,
Inc.) offers two remote access security
products: SafeNet/Dia1Tm, a secure modem for dial access, and SafeNet/
LANTm, an encrypting firewall for connection of LANs. The products provide
strong, standards - compliant encryption technology with a full range of

intranet security functions including
user identification, data encryption,
packet authentication, and firewall
functions. Transparent support for
both dial and LAN connections to the
Internet is provided with central management to support enterprise -wide deployment. Circle No. 116
Quyen Systems, Inc. netViz was Info World's Product of the Year in the network software category. NetViz 2.5 diagrams, documents, and visualizes data

I �

q a '
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netViz

Cougar Mountain Software

and telecommunications networks
ranging in complexity from small business LANs to worldwide WANs. It is
also used to document computer systems, transportation networks, and
business and manufacturing processes.
The program combines drag- and -drop
graphics with object-oriented data
management. It combines accurate, resizable drawings of real network devices with a flexible underlying database to help in the creation of vivid
diagrams of a large corporate data network. It has a zoom function for navigating around the diagram.

partn ers improved access to strategic
information on the Web. Working with
Sun Microsy stems and its Java platform, PeopleSoft will eventually provide a Web -based client interface with
all of its enterprise applications. PeopleSoft is also developing an EDI architecture to allow custom ers to easily
conduct EDI transactions using value added networks (VANS) as well as the
Internet. Circle No. 119

Circle No. 117

Harcourt Brace Professional Publishing
hosts the Top Five Accounting Web
Sites contest each week. Web sites

Seattle Software Labs, Inc. has released WatchGuard m security system,
an all- in-one " firewall in a box" security management system for networks.
The WatchGuard firewall uses the Intelligent Defense Device (IDD), a combination of transparent proxies, dynamic state packet filtering, and network address translation technology.
The system runs on the network administrator's own NT, Windows 95, and
Linux workstations, resulting in a cost effective and comprehensive solution
for Internet and intranet security.
Three installation configurations are
possible: InternetGuard for corporate
networks, GroupGuard for departmental systems, and Hostguard for protecting single m achines housing critical
databases. Circle No. 118
PeopleSoft, Inc., a leading provider of
client/server b usiness software is partnering with several groups to offer
Web access and EDI capabilities. It
has formed partnerships with Bu siness@Web and Spider Technologies to
enable Internet and in tranet access.
Using tools from these providers, organizations will be able to build custom
interfaces to PeopleSoft applications,
offering customers, employees, and

NetNEWS _ #

nomin ated by the editors and staff at
Harcou rt are judged on their technological features, tim eliness and extent
of content, and quality of organization.
Visitors to th e Harcourt site can follow
hypertex t links to the winning sites directly. Visitors can also access previously awarded sites the same way.
http: / /www.hbpp.com
Arthur Andersen's Web site includes
an animated history of accounting using Macromedia's Shockwave. To view
the site you need Netscape Navigator
and Shockwave for Director, both of
which can be downloaded from links
to the Andersen site.
http://www.arthurandersen.com/new

Cougar Mountain Software has
launched its Web site providing technical info rmation about its accounting
products. On th e page you are able to
place an order or request inform ation.
http : / /www.cougarmtn.com
Travel Coast' s one -stop travel service
on the Internet offers real -time air, hotel, and car booking with confirmations. Also current information about
destinations, accommodations, weather,

currency exchange, passort information, and so on. http:/ /www.travelquest.com

MCNEX® Web site provides practical
information for businesses about
Human Resources and Payroll issues.
Topics include differences between employees and independent contractors,
interviewing skills, payroll taxes, employee handbooks, and so on.
httpd/www.paychex.com
PDS, a leading developer of client/server Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS ), has unveiled its Web site
to provide corporate and product information ranging from company news to
employment opportunities.
http: / /www.pdssottware.com
Economic Research Institute offers information on salaries and cost of living
for employees negotiating salaries. An
Assessor Series@Demonstrator can be
downloaded. The program contains data for 5,400 cities (cost of living) and
data for 3,200 jobs (competitive
wages). http: //www.e6eri.com/ -eN
Postalsoft, a nationally recognized developer of multiplatform software for
data integrity, postal automation, and
document processing, has introduced
its new Web site. The site offers information on Postalsoft and its products
as well as links to business partners
and a FAQs page (frequently asked
que s t io ns ). http: / /www.postalsoft.com

The Stolen Computer Registry now
has made provision for reporting, on
the Internet , the serial numbers of
stolen computer equipment. These
numbers are made available to law
enforcement and also to legitimate
secondary market resellers. To report
stolen computer serial numbers use
the following address:
httpJ/www.nacomex.com/Stolen/stolen.html
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The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E

very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA. designation — the only certification
program of its kind for finance, accounting, and
management professionals — is recognized,
supported and endorsed by most senior executives
at top corporations throughout the country.

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1- 800-638-4427.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award winning magazine Management Accounting.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT PROGRAM

I Apply Now For The Dece mber 11 th & 12 th, 199 6 Exami nation.

ontinuing
Education
Robert Rizzitello, CMA Editor
is

WHAT AMIG?
Member Interest Groups (MIGs) have
been a part of IMA for more than 10
years, yet many members are unaware
of their existence. The concept of interest groups has been around as long as
there have been associations. Put simply, a MIG is a group of members who
have a common interest and wish to
develop that interest through education, networking, and information
sharing. The role of the national organization (IMA) is to facilitate this
process. Currently, IMA members participate in two structured MIGs: the
Controllers Council, with about 2,000
members, and the Cost Management
Group, with about 1,400 members.
Members in both groups receive
monthly newsletters, participate in periodic roundtables, network through
membership directories, and express
their views through several key issue
surveys throughout the year. The Controllers Council focuses on topics such
as emerging business technologies, financial and management reporting issues, industry trends and practices,
and other topics of interest to controllers and other top executives. The
Cost Management Group focuses on
topics such as activity -based measurement and management, performance
measurement, cost allocation, innovative cost management ideas, and costing for government contracts.
Roundtable,. Roundtables allow the
participants to interact with other professionals in their field who share similar interests, challenges, and experiences. Roundtables consist of a small
group of participants led by an expert
in the subject matter. The members
leave the session with insights on how

other companies are addressing current issues and with lessons learned
from their peers who have been involved in implementations.
The roundtables provide a foundation of personal contacts with whom
members can network throughout the
year. These relationships are enhanced
through the MIG's membership directory that includes the interest and
subject matter expertise of MIG
members.
Among the activities in which MIG
members willparticipate in 1996 -97
are:
■ Four quarterly Economic Outlook
Surveys.
■ Strategic Cost Management Conference in Atlanta in December.
■ Controllers Conference in Chicago
in May.
■ Key issue surveys through the
year.
■ 1997 Membership Directory.
■ Critical issue roundtables in April
and May 1997.
Newsletters. Both groups publish
monthly newsletters offering the results of member surveys, case studies,
leading practices, product reviews, and
coverage on hot topics.
The Controllers Council conducts
a quarterly economic survey that measures the members' confidence in the
economy and expected trends of interest rates, employment, economic
growth, sales and profits, capital expenditures, and other indicators. A
key measure called the Controllers
Confidence Index (CCD is calculated
from the surveys and widely published
in major journals and newspapers.

Now to join. You can join the Controllers Council and/or the Cost Management Group by calling Michele
Nicolato at 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 219.
The cost of an annual membership is
$75 per year. Membership includes the
monthly newsletters, discounts on
roundtable attendance, and other selected IMA programs, survey participation and results, and the membership
directory.
Tomorrow's MI6.The world of electronic communications has made it possible
for the member interest group of the
future to be targeted to narrow and
very specific interests and to accommodate groups of any size. Members can
use electronic forums and Web sites to
pose questions to other members and
obtain information quickly from both
domestic and international membership bases. For example, a member in
Belgium could assist a member in San
Diego on an international commerce issue. Members could schedule electronic
conferences to discuss challenges they
are having as they implement an ABM
process concurrently at separate companies. The information could then be
captured to be shared at a later date
with other individuals. The possibilities are endless, and IMA is ready to
facilitate this process.
Your insights. The IMA wants to know
what you think about the following:
IN Would you use an electronic forum
to exchange information on specific interest areas and, if so, how
often?
• What kind of format would be
useful to you (unstructured, formal meetings, specific agendas to
be covered, etc.)?
• What other MIGs would you like
to see facilitated by the IMA?
• What is your assessment of the
opportunity for the development
of future MIGs?
In order for IMA leaders to measure
the interest in an electronic forum,
please send me an e -mail response. ■
Robert Rizzitello, CMA, CPA, is a senior
manager with the management consulting
group of Ernst & Young LLP. He can be
reached by phone: (215) 448 -5988, fax: (215)
4484070, or Internet: bob.rizzitello@ey.com.
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three stages, approval means that at
least five FASB members do not object to AcSEC's issuing the document.
A sampling of current AcSEC agenda
projects includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES

■
■

Louis Bisgay, CPA, Editor

AcSECMAKESGAAP,TOO

R egular readers of this column see
the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) mentioned frequently.
The FASB is, after all, the senior
body that establishes generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
for financial reporting. Less familiar,
perhaps, to many people is the
AICPA's Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC). And yet AcSEC pronouncements, in the forms of
Statements of Position and Audit and
Accounting Guides, also establish
GAAP to which independent auditors
look in attesting to the appropriateness of financial reports issued by
their clients. This month's column will
endeavor to enhance awareness of
AcSEC's pronouncements.
AcSEC is the successor to the
AICPA's Accounting Principles Board,
which was the recognized accounting
standard setter until the independent
FASB came into existence in 1973. In
earlier days, starting in 1938, the
AICPA's Committee on Accounting
Procedures began developing financial
reporting principles. AcSEC has 15
members, including partners of Big 6
and smaller accounting firms, industry representatives, and a representative of academe. Projects are developed by committees or task forces
and discussed by AcSEC at public
meetings.
Statement of Auditing Standards
No. 69, "The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in the
Independent Auditor's Report," which
64
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was issued in 1992, established a
GAAP hierarchy in which AICPA Industry Audit and Accounting Guides
and AICPA Statements of Position,
along with FASB Technical Bulletins,
comprise category (b). (Category (a),
the highest category, comprises FASB
Statements and Interpretations, APB
Opinions, and AICPA Accounting Research Bulletins.)
What it means is that a promulgated Statement of Position or an Audit
and Accounting Guide represents
GAAP regarding an accounting issue
if FASB or GASB has not addressed
the area or until FASB or GASB sets
a standard on the issue in question.
Audit and Accounting Guides provide
guidance on accounting and financial
reporting matters, usually industryspecific. SOPs give guidance on financial reporting topics until FASB or
GASB establishes standards. Accordingly, it is important for members of
the IMA to stay up -to -date regarding
AcSEC's activities.
In developing SOPS and Audit and
Accounting Guides, AcSEC follows a
due process that includes exposure for
public comment before being issued in
final form. During the process of developing a GAAP category (b) pronouncement, FASB must approve (1)
a prospectus showing why a document is needed, (2) a proposed exposure draft that has been approved by
at least 10 of AcSEC's 15 members,
and (3) a proposed final document
that also was approved by at least 10
AcSEC members. At each of those

Internal -Use Software —SOP,
Start -Up Costs —SOP,
Environmental Liabilities —SOP,
Software Revenue Recognition—
SOP,
Brokers and Dealers in Securities— Guide,
Investment Companies —Guide,
Health Care Organizations— Guide,
Deposit Accounting for Certain Insurance Contracts--SOP,
Motion Pictures—SOP, and
Real Estate Joint Ventures —SOP.

Examples of final SOPS issued in
recent years and thus are required
GAAP include:
■ 93 -7 Reporting on Advertising
Costs, and
■ 94 -6 Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks and Uncertainties.
To order copies of AcSEC pronouncements, write to AICPA Order
Dept., NQ, P.O. Box 2209, Jersey City,
NJ 07303 -2209; or call 800/862 -4272
(option #1) —ask for operator NQ. ■

FEDERALGOVERNMENT
REPORTISSUED

T he U.S. Government Printing Office published the Federal Financial
Management Status Report & Five Year Plan, which was written jointly
by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) and the Chief Financial Officers Council. The report describes the past year's accomplishments in government -wide efforts to
reform financial management as well
as plans for the future. Topics covered
in the report include Electronic Payments, Accounting Standards, Agency
Audited Financial Statements, Government -Wide Consolidated Financial
Statement, Streamlined Agency Accountability Reports, and Improving
Debt Collection.
Copies of the report (S/N 041 -00100476-9) are available for $5.50 each
from Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 -9325. ■

RESEARCH

graph is expected to be released by
the�end�of�the�year.�■

Julian M. Freedman, CMA, Editor

University, I MA representative to the
Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing- International (CAM -1), submitted
the following report on CAM -1's second quarter meeting in Nashville,
June 17 -19,
The them e of the m eeting was "Performance Measurement and Management" The presentations emphasized
that perform ance measurement consists of an integrated, comprehensive
set of measures that flow from m anagement's vision and strategy and are
responsive to stakeholder needs in an
intensely competitive and rapidly
changing environment.
What perform ance criteria does the
investment comm unity consider important? Sarah Mavrinac from Ernst
& Young's Center for Business Innovation presented preliminary research
findings from a structured review of
current analysts' research opinions
and a detailed survey of institutional
investors. The prelim inary evidence
from the field research indicates that
analysts who focused on nonfinancial
issues have increased accuracy in

NEWRESEARCHTOPICS
BEINGCONSIDERED

APICSCONTRIBUTES
TORESEARCHPROJECT
ONCAPACITY

The IMA Foundation for Applied Re-

T he Educational & Research Foundation, Inc. (E &R Foundation), the
research affiliate of the American
Production & Inventory Control Society (APICS), is contributing to a research project on capacity reporting
being developed by C. J. McNair,
CMA (Babson University), and
Richard Vangermeersch (University of
Rhode Island ). A series of conferences with APICS and IMA members
is under way to ensure that the
study includes relevant operational
issues as well as tactical and strategic aspects that both organizations
can relate to in practice.
FARE; president, Bob Miller (Seattle), and Dr. Brooke Saladin, APICS
E &R Foundation president, are leading the review process. The mono-

search, Inc. (FAR) is considering funding research on the following topics:
■ Global ethics,
■ Open -book management,
■ The use of mathematical models
(an update of a study published in
1985), and
■ Economic justification of bench markin g.
FAR is co llaborating with the Fi-

nancial Executives Research Foundation (FERF), the research affiliate of
the Financial Executives Institute
(FEI),�on�several�proposed�projects.�■

PERFORMANCEMIU
ANDMANAGEMENT

D ennis C. Daly, Metropolitan State

Attention LAN and Mainframe Managawit:

IF YOUR DATA ISN'T SECURE AF]CER ADISASTER,
NEITHER IS YOUR RETIREMENT.
TERRORISM
It's scary but true: Ever since passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of
HITS OKLAHOMA'
1977, corporate directors, officers and even some employees have been
li C I TY - A t 9 , C
was detrnwlnl i
ncisco
perroaallyluTbk to shareholders and the IRS if they haven' t
In downtown
*uately protected
their coopan.y's critical records.
P
� San F r a ,�
� hlc 4 ri� +
WORLDTRAO
Now for the good news: Since 1971, Arcus has been helping
more than 5000 clients in the U.S. and U.K. prepare for disasters
andavoid litigation. In more than 100 live disasters and 6000
disaster recovery tests, Anus has smoothly transferred its clients'
data tohot sites coast -to-coast.
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their earnings estimates and a strong
correlation with growth expectations.
The research also revealed much
variation in focus on nonfinancial
measures across industry groups, but
the nonfinancial measures of strategic achievement, new product development, and research and development productivity were among the
top 10 performance criteria. The research results suggest that firms
should try to understand investors'
nonfinancial performance concerns. If
firms' internal measurements are not
aligned with investor interests, they
can enhance share value by communicating strategy more clearly and
modifying their performance management models.
Eileen Morrissey and Ken McIntyre, AlliedSignal Aerospace, demonstrated that through ABM, operational cost drivers can be quantified
and linked to the balanced scorecard.
ABM and the balanced scorecard
have a natural linkage because both
begin with the value chain (core
processes) and identify key measures
and cost drivers, with the aim of taking action and improving profits.
Performance measures are the glue
that binds business strategy to operational behavior. Therefore, it is critical
to link the financial and strategic objectives of the firm to the operational
cost drivers that can be managed at
the functional or process level. The
combination of ABM and the balanced
scorecard enables precisely this type
of linkage. Cost drivers from the ABM
model can serve directly as balanced
scorecard measurements or provide
support for those measurements. Given that one of the most significant
challenges of a balanced scorecard approach is the quantification and capture of the appropriate operational
metrics, the linkage between ABM
and the balanced scorecard provides a
very powerful management tool.
Lou Jones, cost management and
business services manager at Caterpillar, Inc., presented an overview of
lessons learned from the Japanese
"wake -up call" in the early 1980s
and Caterpillar's dramatic response
to that call. Caterpillar discovered it
was in a mature industry, with excess capacity, facing intense Japanese
competition with shorter product development cycles. Also, Caterpillar
66
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was too functionally oriented and
had a major cost problem.
Its response was to conduct a competitive analysis of the Japanese, set
up a strategic planning committee,
and "stop the bleeding" through
reengineering. Developing new /focused
performance measures was critical for
Caterpillar to become a "high velocity
company." The measurements were
designed to support strategies, help
drive correct behavior, focus on key
areas of the business based on accountabilities, and reconcile with the
financials. The result was a balanced
scorecard of nine top -tier performance
measurements. A market -based transfer pricing system is the fundamental
tool used in its performance measurement system. You can get what you
measure. Caterpillar has the results
(record sales and profits) to prove it.
The last presentation, by Steve
Stone, Knight - Ridder Shared Services,
and Carl Waller, Arthur Andersen, focused on developing an implementation strategy for performance measurement. Knight - Ridder understood
that a successful strategy must have
three major characteristics: (1) a
highly integrated, comprehensive program that encourages disciplined adherence to the strategic objectives of
the organization; (2) an ongoing
process that aligns the strategic objectives with business processes, performance measures, and, ultimately,
employee behavior; and (3) a mechanism that maintains and encourages
both continuous and breakthrough
improvement. Understanding the performance management process, culture, and infrastructure are the three

[ambers
CMA
REVIEW

Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

call 1- 800 - 272 -0707
for information or
sample video
Circle No. 19

critical components of a successful
program.
CAM -I continues to provide a productive, collaborative environment for
the identification, development, and
dissemination of advanced management best practices. The various interest groups provide the vehicle for
this productive collaboration. At this
meeting the Target Costing Interest
Group sponsored two informative presentations: "Target Costing and the
Value Chain" by Charlie Ross of Eastman Kodak, and "Competitor Cost
Analysis" by Tricia Dears of Texas Instruments. The Process Management
Interest Group completed the "CAM -I
Guide to Process Management" and is
beginning development of a process
management implementation guide.
The Practical ABM Interest Group
is developing a manual on ABC
specifically for operations personnel.
The Service Process and the Aerospace & Defense interest groups are
working actively on new projects. The
Enterprise -wide ABM Implementation
Group is developing a conceptual integration road map, a value -chain relationship model, an environmental
assessment of organizational skills,
and an update of the CAM -I glossary.
The Capacity Interest Group is developing case materials and an educational training session on the CAM -I
capacity model.
In addition, 30 members of sponsoring companies were able to participate in a tour of the Saturn plant in
Spring Hill, Tenn. The participants also were given an overview of the
team- based, computerized manufacturing measurement system used by
Saturn to plan and control direct labor using 12 categories of work unit
functions.
For information on becoming a
CAM -I sponsor or participating in an
interest group, contact Tom Freeman,
CAM -I cost management systems
program director, e-mail: tfreeman@
cam -i.com or phone: (817) 860 -1654.
The third quarter meeting is scheduled for September 16 -18 in Albuquerque. The theme of the meeting is
"The Role of Finance in Strategy Deployment." Robin Cooper will make a
presentation on "Competing Through
Confrontation." ■
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A Classified Section.

A pro fitab le electron ics eq uipm en t
manufacturer seeks a gro wth- oriented
professional whose sights are set on the
future! Respo nsibilities run th e gam ut
from cost accounting to inventory management and month -end close. A minimum of five years of prior cost accounting in a manufactu ring environment
is required. A BS/BA in Accounting/
Finance is preferred. Great benefits
including a salary to $55,000.

A Chicago -based plant seeks a hands on professional to provide fin an cial
leadership. This position reports directly to th e General Manager while developing policy and procedures and initiating a system conversion. Salary to
$70,000 with great benefits.

A rapidly growing public bio -tech company seeks a well - rounded, experienced
accountant. While reporting to the Accounting Manager, your responsibilities
will include the full revenue cycle, sales
analysis, an d sales and use tax returns.
BS/BA in Accounting preferred. Your
employment p ackage would in clud e a
year -end bonus, stock option potential,
and a base salary to $37,000.

A worldwid e co rp oratio n in the n ews,
wire, an d bro adcast in d ustry seeks a
minimum of two years' prior experience
to work in th e Foreign Ex ch an ge
Departm ent. Responsibilities include
financial analysis, account reconciliations, accounts payab le, disb ursement
reports, an d in tern al au d its. Th ere is
great gro wth po ten tial an d career ad vancem ent with th is com pan y! BS/BA
in Accou ntin g an d a CPA are d esired .
Salary to $35,000 and a year -end bonus.

A successful family -owned distribution
company seeks a polished professional
to help expand the company. The
position will initially require management of t he General Accounting
Dep artm ent including the daily activities in accounts payable, accounts
receivab le, credit and collections, and
fin ancial reporting. In addition, extensive involvement in bank relations,
legal an d expansion issues is a m ust.
Successful candidates must have a CPA
with at least five years of experience.
An MBA from a "top 10" school is
considered a plus. Salary to $65,000
with a substantial year -end bonus and
excellent benefits.

Trip le A -rated financial institution
with revenues of $18 billion seeks a
multi - faceted Auditor. Responsibilities
in clud e planning and executing information systems, financial, and operatio nal audits. No travel required!
BS/BA in Computer Science or Accounting and at least two years of prior
EDP ex p erience is mandatory. Strong
PC skills are a m ust. Salary to $45,000
with good benefits.

A great opportunity exists to gain
broad -based exposure! A $150 - million,
privately owned distributor seeks an
experienced analyst to join the Corporate Finance Department. Responsibilities include financial statement preparation and analysis, insurance and
ben efits adm inistration, cash and cash
flo w analysis, and various special projects. In addition, you will be supervising two staff while reporting to the Vice
President of Finance. Excellent benefits
include a salary to $40,000.

A dynamic, growth - oriented technology
company seeks several experienced
staff. Responsibilities include managem ent of the revenue and general accounting as well as contract m aintenance, financial analysis, and special
projects. This is a great opportunity to
work in a rapidly growing environment!
Salary to $35,000 with good benefits.

A $200 - million Midwest railcar/leasing
company seeks a Director to oversee
the accounting operations. Candidates
must be motivated self - starters and
proficient with various general ledger
systems. CPA with five plus years' experience is mandatory. Excellent benefits
and opportunities. Salary to $70,000.

A growing medical center seeks two experienced professionals to join a team based environm ent. You will report to
the Assistant Controller while supervisin g a staff of two and have growing
responsibility. BS/BA in Accounting
or Financ e and at least two year s of
general accounting experience are required. Experience in a m edical environment is preferred but not required.
Salary to $38,000 with great benefits.

A public financial services firm seeks a
senior professional with four or m ore
years of related experience. Ideal candidates must have strong analytical
and communication skills in addition to
a strong PC and systems background.
CMA/CPA is preferred. Good benefits
including a salary to $48,000.

A Classified Section

A major billion- dollar in tern atio n al
retailer seeks a cand idate with varied
skills. Position respon sib ilities include
SEC reportin g for 101,, 10Q, S -8's,
interpretation and implementation of
new financial accounting pronouncements, investment an d acco un ting for
all retirement plans inclusive o f th e
401(k). The po sition requ ires th at y ou
act as liaison to th e ex tern al au d ito rs
and be an integral p art o f the presentation for the annual sh areh olders' m eetin g. If you are well versed in in ternational accounting issues and have eight
or more years in both th e public
accounting and private secto rs, d o n ot
let this pass y ou by ! A CPA is highly
preferred. Salary to $60,000 with excellent benefits.

A unique opp ortu nity with a unique
company. A $20- million In tern et pu b lishing firm needs you r talent to assist
a subsidiary President with develo ping
new acquisitio ns. Wh y "surf th e Web"
when you can h ave a career "o n the
Web" with this companyl If you have a
strong software p ub lishin g and In ternet background, you have what it takes
to "access" this position! CMA, CPA, or
MBA preferred. Compensation package
includes a salary to $75,000, year -end
bonus, and stock options.

Fast- growing sp orts leagu e seeks a
manager with five or more years of
ex perience. Can d id ates with a pu blic/
private background in the sports industry a r e preferred. Respon sibilities
include budgets, varian ce analy sis,
forecasting, cash flows, and some operational duties. Great gro wth p otential
with this high - profile company. Proficient computer skills a must. BA in
Accounting a plus.

A p ub licly trad ed $3- billion manufactu ring co mp an y has room for another
team player. The successful candidate
will have th ree plus years of related
experien ce. Responsibilities include
month -end close, forecasts/budgets,
business analysis, and developing costs
for new products. This is a great
op po rtu nity if y ou have a CMA, CPA
or MBA. Salary to $57,000 including
a good benefits package.

A major international financial services
firm seeks an experienced professional
with an intern ational securities or derivatives background. Duties include
reconciliations, settlem ents, performance analysis, and special projects.
At least one year prior portfolio
accounting experience preferred, and
so lid PC skills are a m ust. BS/BA in
Acco unting/Finance desired. Salary to
$40,000 with good benefits.

A reputable $200 - million teaching hosp ital seeks a CPA with f our or m ore
years' experience. Responsibilities includ e finan cial, operational, and EDP
audits as well as regulatory compliance
reviews. "Big 6" prior experience coupled with health care industry exposure
considered a plus. Excellent benefits
and a salary to $50,000.

A software development company specializing in virtual reality seeks an experienced manager. You will build your
own dep artment and lead the company
throu gh an In itial Public Offering
(IPO)! Th e req uisite background inclu des "Big 6" experience and strong
man agem en t skills. Excellent benefits
and a salary to $80,000.

A Northeastern high -tech manufacturer of ret ail consumer products seeks
an experienced associate. If you are a
"go- getter" with great communication
skills, here is an opportunity to interface with m anagem ent! While reporting to the CFO, you will assist the
Controller with accounts payable, accounts receivable, the general ledger
and various special projects. If you have
a minimum of one year of m anufacturing experience and ar e great with
Excel spreadsheets, do not miss out on
this great opportunity! Project and/
or job costing experience considered a
plus. Salary to $34,000 with excellent
benefits.

A prestigious magazine publishing
company seeks a dynamic professional
to handle two of t heir publications.
Responsibilities include preparation of
financial statements, annual budget,
commercial rent schedules, sales/use
tax returns, account reconciliations,
cash flow and various financial statement projects. The ideal candidate
should possess two plus years of magazine publishing experience and solid
com puter skills. A BS/BA in Accounting(Finance considered a plus. Salary to
$45,000 with great benefits.

A major publishing organization
seeks a professional for the Corporate
Controller's Department. Responsibilities include accounting and analysis
for complex corporate financial issues
and assisting with developing accounting policies and procedures. Candidates
should have a BS/BA in Finance or
Accounting. Either an MBA or CPA
will be considered a plus. Salary to
$55,000 with excellent benefits.
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ConnecttotheIMA
BulletinBoardService
Since July 1994, IMA members have taken advantage
of this exciting information and communication service. All you need is a PC and a modem to participate.
Here are just some of the services available now:
D Toll -free 1 -800- 229 -1268 and 24- hour/7-day
availability.
"How to Use the IMABBS" manual available for
downloading.
U Job (employment) opportunities. Service Area #13.
Monthly membership and competition reports
(VPs, NOs and Chapter Presidents only).
U 1996 IMA Catalog of Publications.
CMA exam dates and review course locations.
Continuing Ed and REAP course info.
U Syndicated News newsletter in ASCII, WordPerfect, and Acrobat PDF formats.
l Extensive message capabilities. This encourages
an open forum for topical discussions between
members throughout the country.
0 Late - breaking IMA bulletins and news items.
.J Listings of current Chapter Presidents, Employment Directors, and Newsletter Directors.
_J IMA Suggestion Box Service Area #22.
If you have any questions or problems connecting to
the IMA Bulletin Board Service, please call Tony
Plescia at 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 256, or e-mail at
imatonyp @class.org

►
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THISPUBLICATION
AVAILABLEFROMLIMI
Available in one or more
of the following formats:
• In Microform
• In Paper
• Electronically, on CD -ROM,
online, and/or magnetic tape
Call toll -free 1- 800- 521 -0600,
ext 2888, for more information.

U-M-1
A Bell & Howell Company
Box 49
300 North Zeeb Road
P.O. Box 1346

Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346
313-761-1203Fax
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ax Survey
IMA Internet —What Do You Think?
Your responses to this questionnaire will help us shape the
future of our Internet presence. IMA's website address is:
ihttp: / /w ww.rutgers,edu /Ac counting /raw /im a)or
ihttp: / /www.imanet.org)
Please complete this survey and fax your response to 201 - 648 -1283,
or mail to: Professor Lynford E. Graham, Rutgers Accounting Web
IMA Project, Ackerson Hall, 180 University Avenue, Newark, New
Jersey 07102 -1895. This Fax Survey may be photocopied. Thank you
for your cooperation. For a summary of the survey results, please
provide an E -mail address, business card, or a mailing address with
your survey response. E -mail
(zero = 0; letter o = o, letter L= L; letter i =i; one =1)
Please respond by October 2,1996
1. Have you ever accessed the Internet or World Wide Web ?
J Yes J No If no, why not? Then go to question 7

2. How do you generally access the Internet? (check all that apply)
J America Online
J Other (name)

J CompuServe

J

Prodigy

3. What web browser are you using?
U Netscape J Internet Explorer
J Other (name)
4. How many hours a monthdo you generally spend using/searching
the Internet?
5. How many hours a month do you expect to spend on the Internet
one year fromnow?
6. What are your principal reasons for accessing the Internet?
(Check all that apply)
0 Searching for Business Information J Investments
J Electronic Mail
J News
J Shopping
Recreation /Personal Interests and Hobbies
0 Other (such as)
7. Were you previously aware that the IMA has a website?
Yes J No
8. Have you visited the IMNs website?

J Yes

J No

9. Many home pages accept advertising. Do you support the Institute's
home page including advertising? J Yes J No
Comments

3
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10. Would your company be interested in advertising
on IMA's Web Site? J Yes J No
11. Please rate each of the following potentialfuture contents of the IMA
Internet site from 1 to 5, with 5 being the mostvalue/interestto you.
. Membership Information and Electronic Rolodex of Members
On -Line Application for Membership
National Officer Directory
Listing of IMA Staff
Minutes of Executive Committee, National Board,
Standing Committees
Catalog of Publications
On -Line Ordering of Publications
On -Line Dues Payment
On -Line Payment for Exams, Seminars, and Publications
Annual Conference Information
On -Line Registration for the Annual Conference /Seminars
On -Line Registration for Certification Examinations
Employment Service and Jobs Listing
Certification Requirements
Council Activities, Including Officer Directory
Special Interest Groups
Links to University Management Accounting Programs
Listing of Review /Exam Preparation Courses
Upcoming Seminars
Research in Management Accounting
Searchable Index of Published /Available Research
200 -word, or Shorter, Abstracts of Published Research
Full Texts of Published Research Articles
Chapter Information— Location, Key Meeting Dates,
Speakers, Programs, and Officer Directory
Information on International Management Accounting Activities
Software Available for Management Accounting
Evaluations of Accounting Software
Management Accounting Magazine On -Line (with CPE Credit)
CPE Opportunities
Member Opinion Surveys on IMA Issues
Electronic Board Meeting
Member Voting — Annual Meeting and Election of Officers
Member -Only Section with Fees for Additional Services
Selling /Offering Various Products (Such as Software) to IMA
Members Only at a Discount
12. Other than the above listed items, what services or information
would help you the most in the performance of your job or in gaining needed information? _
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softwareFlyer.

The airline business is one of
the most competitive on earth.
So to ensure their continued success, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

brought Computer Associates
onboard.
With CA, KLM can take
advantage of the world's most
advanced client /server financial
software: CA-Masterpiece'/2000.
As Executive vice President

and Corporate Controller, Hans
Bruggink says, "KLM is an inter-

national business 04,66
with offices all
over the globe. K L M
So we needed financial software
that was muhi- language and
multi- currency. In both cases,
Masterpiece fit the bill."
What's more, Bruggink
appreciates the fact that
,Masterpiece operates in "realtime," giving his staff immediate
access to the information they
need right from their PCs.
Perhaps best of all,
Bruggink says. CA and KLM

worked together to customize
Masterpiece to precisely fit their
needs: "CA made sure they had
all the input they needed to tailor
,Masterpiece to our specific
requirements. And they continue
to refine the software to keep up
with the new demands of our
business:'
Sounds like a good partnership. "Flying sky high, says
Bruggink. Spoken like a true
airline executive.
1995 Computer Associates International, Inc, Islandia. NY 117587000. I- SOP225-5224. All proautt names telerenma nerem are tramrnar" u, men,cal.c� uvc�� uuFauK� .
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